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Introduction
Secure connect gateway is an enterprise monitoring technology that is delivered as an appliance and a stand-alone application. 
It monitors your devices and proactively detects hardware issues that may occur. Depending on your service contract, it also 
automates support request creation for issues that are detected on the monitored devices. See Secure Connect Gateway 
capabilities available with Dell Technologies service contracts.

Supported products include Dell server, storage, chassis, networking, data protection devices, virtual machines, and converged 
or hyperconverged appliances.

Secure connect gateway is verified in Windows Defender Application Control (WDAC) enabled mode to receive alerts and 
automatically create service requests for iDRAC devices.

NOTE: SupportAssist Enterprise and Secure Remote Services capabilities are now part of secure connect gateway.

Based on the device type and model, secure connect gateway automatically collects the telemetry that is required to 
troubleshoot the issue that is detected. The collected telemetry helps technical support to provide a proactive and personalized 
support experience. For information about the telemetry collected, see the Secure Connect Gateway 5.x — Virtual Edition 
Reportable Items available on the Secure Connect Gateway - Virtual Edition documentation page.

Version
The Gateway version displayed on the About page indicates the secure connect gateway version that is installed or deployed 
on the local system. The version number contains the following components—major release number, minor release number, 
service pack number, and build number.

For example, if the Gateway version displayed is 5.01.03.25:

● 5 indicates the major release number.
● 01 indicates the minor release number.
● 03 indicates the service pack number.
● 25 indicates the build number.

Document purpose
This document provides information about troubleshooting issues that may occur while using secure connect gateway. For 
information about other documents available for secure connect gateway, see Secure Connect Gateway resources.

In this document, the term local system refers to the secure connect gateway virtual appliance; remote device refers to device 
in your environment; backend refers to Dell Technologies.

Secure Connect Gateway capabilities available with 
Dell Technologies service contracts
The following table provides a comparison of the secure connect gateway capabilities available with the Basic Hardware, 
ProSupport, ProSupport Plus, ProSupport Flex for Data Center, or ProSupport One for Data Center service contracts.
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Table 1. Secure connect gateway capabilities by service contract type 

Capability Description Basic Hardware

ProSupport, 
ProSupport Plus, 
ProSupport Flex 
for Data Center, 
or ProSupport 
One for Data 
Center

Automated service request 
creation

For assets with Basic support contracts, a service 
request is created, and you are notified to contact 
technical support to initiate issue resolution.

For all ProSupport contracts, when a failure is 
detected, a service request is automatically created 
with technical support. The technical support team 
contacts you for remote resolution.

Telemetry collections System state telemetry that is required to 
troubleshoot issues is collected from managed 
devices and securely sent to Dell Technologies.

Proactive response from 
technical support

A technical support agent proactively contacts you 
about the service request and helps resolve the 
issue.

Proactive parts dispatch If an issue is detected in your hardware and requires 
a replacement to resolve the issue, a service request 
is created for a replacement. The replacement part is 
dispatched based on your dispatch preferences.

Predictive detection of 
hardware failures

Dell Technologies provides predictive detection 
of hardware failures for certain products. If an 
issue is detected in your hardware and requires a 
replacement to resolve the issue, a service request is 
created for a replacement. The replacement part is 
dispatched based on your dispatch preferences.
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Minimum requirements to deploy and use 
Secure Connect Gateway

The following sections provide information about:

● Minimum system and network requirements for the local system to deploy secure connect gateway.
● Minimum system requirements for the local system to enable secure connect gateway to monitor your devices and collect 

telemetry.
● Browsers that can be used to access the secure connect gateway user interface.
● Hypervisors that can be used to deploy secure connect gateway.

System requirements
The system requirements to deploy and use secure connect gateway vary depending on:

● The number of devices to be monitored.
● The secure connect gateway functionality that you want to use—only collect telemetry or monitor devices and collect 

telemetry.

The following table provides the number of devices you can monitor using secure connect gateway based on the device type or 
model:

Table 2. Number of devices based on device type or model 

Device type or model Number of devices you can monitor using secure 
connect gateway

● Server or hypervisor
● Chassis
● Networking
● iDRAC
● Fluid File System (FluidFS)
● PeerStorage (PS) or EqualLogic
● Storage Center (SC) or Dell Compellent
● PowerVault
● Web-Scale
● Software
● Virtual Machines

8000

● Data protection
● Data storage devices other than Fluid File System 

(FluidFS), EqualLogic, Dell Compellent, and PowerVault.
● Converged or hyperconverged infrastructure appliances 

other than Web-Scale.

250

The following table provides the minimum system requirements to deploy and use secure connect gateway:

Table 3. Recommended minimum system requirements to deploy and use secure connect gateway 

Number of devices Monitor and collect 
telemetry

Number of processor 
cores

Installed memory 
(RAM)

Hard drive space

1-50 Yes 4 16 GB 140 GB

51–4250 Yes 8 16 GB 140 GB

2
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Table 3. Recommended minimum system requirements to deploy and use secure connect 
gateway (continued)

Number of devices Monitor and collect 
telemetry

Number of processor 
cores

Installed memory 
(RAM)

Hard drive space

4251–8250 Yes 8 16 GB 140 GB1

NOTE: While installing secure connect gateway using containers, the system must have a free disk space of 140 GB, of 

which a minimum of 10 GB must be allocated for the following directories depending on the container:

● Docker—/var/lib/docker directory.

● Podman — defined directory in <volumePath> from the podman info command.

● Kubernetes—defined directory in <PV.yaml file>.

1—if you want secure connect gateway to collect telemetry on a weekly basis and purge the collected telemetry based on 
the number of days since the telemetry was collected, it is recommended to allocate 250 GB hard drive space when you 
deploy or install secure connect gateway. So, if you want secure connect gateway to collect telemetry on a weekly basis, it is 
recommended to purge the collected telemetry based on the size of the total collected telemetry.

You can manually initiate single and multiple device collections. However, you can only select up to 100 devices for a multiple 
device collection. A multiple device collection performed for deployment, system maintenance, or consulting purposes may result 
in high system resource utilization at irregular intervals.

The following table provides the minimum system requirements to collect telemetry:

NOTE: Ensure that the hard drive space required to collect telemetry is available in the total hard drive space that is 

assigned for the appliance.

Table 4. Minimum system requirements to collect telemetry 

Number of devices Number of processor cores Installed memory (RAM) Hard drive space

1 4 16 GB 10 GB

2-30 4 16 GB 10 GB

31-50 4 16 GB 40 GB

51-100 8 16 GB 60 GB

Network requirements
This section lists the minimum network requirements, port requirements, and the IP address translation details for the local 
system.

NOTE: For information about device-specific ports, see the Secure Connect Gateway 5.x — Virtual Edition Support Matrix 

available on the Secure Connect Gateway - Virtual Edition documentation page.

● Network Address Translation (NAT) is supported only between secure connect gateway and Dell Technologies. NAT is not 
supported between secure connect gateway and the managed devices.

● Port Address Translation (PAT) is not supported for the IP addresses of any of the devices that are managed by secure 
connect gateway.

● Dynamic IP addresses (DHCP) should not be used for any components of the secure connect gateway servers, policy 
manager servers, or any managed devices.

● Internet connectivity—Standard 1 GbE network or faster through HTTP with basic authentication
● The local system must be able to connect to the following Enterprise servers through ports 443 and 8443:

○ For IPV6
￭ srs-1-v6.dell.com

○ For IPV4
￭ esrs3-core.emc.com
￭ esrs3-coredr.emc.com

● The local system must be able to connect to the following Global access servers through ports 443 and 8443:
○ For IPV6

￭ SRSgduprd01-v6.dell.com
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￭ SRSgduprd02-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSgduprd03-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSgduprd04-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSgduprd05-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSgduprd06-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSghoprd01-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSghoprd02-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSghoprd03-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSghoprd04-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSghoprd05-v6.dell.com
￭ SRSghoprd06-v6.dell.com

○ For IPV4
￭ esr3gduprd01.emc.com
￭ esr3gduprd02.emc.com
￭ esr3gduprd03.emc.com
￭ esr3gduprd04.emc.com
￭ esr3gduprd05.emc.com
￭ esr3gduprd06.emc.com
￭ esr3ghoprd01.emc.com
￭ esr3ghoprd02.emc.com
￭ esr3ghoprd03.emc.com
￭ esr3ghoprd04.emc.com
￭ esr3ghoprd05.emc.com
￭ esr3ghoprd06.emc.com
￭ esr3gscprd01.emc.com
￭ esr3gscprd02.emc.com
￭ esr3gscprd03.emc.com
￭ esr3gscprd04.emc.com
￭ esr3gscprd05.emc.com
￭ esr3gscprd06.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd01.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd02.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd03.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd04.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd05.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd06.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd07.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd08.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd09.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd10.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd11.emc.com
￭ esr3gckprd12.emc.com
￭ esr3gspprd01.emc.com
￭ esr3gspprd02.emc.com
￭ esr3gspprd03.emc.com
￭ esr3gspprd04.emc.com
￭ esr3gspprd05.emc.com
￭ esr3gspprd06.emc.com

● Configure at least one DNS server.
● Use only a static IP address for the local system. Dynamic IP addresses are not supported.
● To ensure communication security and integrity, networking devices must not perform any method of SSL decryption on 

traffic for the backend. Attempting to do so causes a loss of connectivity to the backend.
NOTE: If SSL decryption is enabled on the proxy servers and other devices, ensure the Global access and Enterprise 

servers are added to the SSL decryption exclusion list on the proxy servers and devices.

The following table lists the ports that must be open on the local system:
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Table 5. Network ports for local system 

Port Protocol Direction Usage

25 TCP and SMTP Inbound Receive call-home email messages from data storage devices other than 
the following models:
● Fluid File System (FluidFS)
● PeerStorage (PS) or EqualLogic
● Storage Center (SC) or Dell Compellent
● PowerVault
● PowerVault tape libraries

25 TCP and SMTP Outbound Send email messages through your SMTP server.

80 TCP and HTTP Outbound Communicate using HTTP.

161 UDP and SNMP Outbound Query device status through SNMP

162 UDP and SNMP Inbound Receive alerts (SNMP traps) from remote devices.

443 TCP and HTTPS Inbound ● Communicate with OpenManage Enterprise.
● Receive alert data from data storage devices other than the following 

models:
○ Fluid File System (FluidFS)
○ PeerStorage (PS) or EqualLogic
○ Storage Center (SC) or Dell Compellent
○ PowerVault
○ PowerVault tape libraries

● Receive heartbeat data and alert information from the following 
device types and models:
○ Data protection
○ Data storage devices other than the following models:

￭ Fluid File System (FluidFS)
￭ PeerStorage (PS) or EqualLogic
￭ Storage Center (SC) or Dell Compellent
￭ PowerVault
￭ PowerVault tape libraries

○ Converged or hyperconverged infrastructure appliances other 
than Web-Scale.

990 FTPS Outbound Used for alert failover if 443 file transfer channel is unavailable.

443 and 
8443

TCP and HTTPS Outbound ● Connect to the Global access and Enterprise servers.
● Communicate using HTTPS secured with TLSv1.2.
● Communicate using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and WS-MAN.
● Receive secure connect gateway updates.
● Upload collected telemetry to the backend

1311 TCP Outbound Communicate with Dell OpenManage Server Administrator.

5700 TCP and HTTPS Inbound Open secure connect gateway user interface using HTTPS with TLS v1.2.

5701, 5702, 
5703, and 
5704

TCP and HTTPS Inbound Collect telemetry from devices.

5705 TCP and HTTPS Inbound Receive Redfish alerts from remote devices through secure connect 
gateway alert services.*

9001 N/A Internal Establish connection with the Dell Technologies secure connect gateway 
DB service.

NOTE: This port is for internal use only. You must ensure that this 
port is open and is not used by other applications.

8443 TCP and HTTPS Outbound Communicate with policy manager using SSL encryption.
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Table 5. Network ports for local system (continued)

Port Protocol Direction Usage

8888 TCP Outbound Communicate with policy manager without SSL encryption.

9443 TCP and HTTPS Inbound Register and receive alert and heartbeat data from data storage devices 
other than the following models using REST APIs:
● Fluid File System (FluidFS)
● PeerStorage (PS) or EqualLogic
● Storage Center (SC) or Dell Compellent
● PowerVault
● PowerVault tape libraries

* For iDRAC9 running firmware version 5.x or later, the Redfish protocol must be enabled on the device. For instructions on 
how to enable Redfish notifications, see the Integrated Dell Remote Access Controller User's Guide available on the iDRAC 
Manuals page.

Supported browsers
You can access the secure connect gateway user interface using the following web browsers:
● Mozilla Firefox 122
● Google Chrome 121
● Microsoft Edge 121

Supported hypervisors
You can deploy secure connect gateway on the following hypervisors:
● VMware vSphere ESXi 8.0.x
● VMware vSphere ESXi 7.0.x
● Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2022
● Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2019
● Microsoft Hyper-V Server 2016

Minimum requirements to deploy and use Secure Connect Gateway 11
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Unable to access the Secure Connect 
Gateway user interface

If you are unable to access the secure connect gateway user interface, perform the following steps:

1. Ensure that the required ports are configured on the local system. See Network requirements.
2. Log in to the local system through SSH using the root credentials.
3. Run docker exec -it esrsde-app bash to access the SRS container.

4. To verify if the connectivityRegistration service is running, run the wd status connectivityRegistration 
for SRS container in appliance and docker engine.

NOTE: If your device is running secure connect gateway version 5.16 or earlier, run the systemctl status 
connectivityRegistration command for SRS container in appliance.

5. Run docker exec -it saede-app bash to access the SAE container.

6. Run wd status secureconnectgateway and wd status secureconnectgatewaydb to verify if the 
secureconnectgateway and secureconnectgatewaydb services are running.

7. If the services are not running, perform the following steps:
a. Run docker restart esrsde-app to restart the SRS container.

b. Run docker restart saede-app to restart the SAE container.

8. Retry accessing the user interface.

If the issue persists, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the local system through SSH using the root credentials.
2. Run docker exec -it saede-app bash to access the SAE container.

3. Go to /var/lib/docker/volumes/saede_logs/_data.

4. Check the application.log file to identify the component that failed to load.

If the database file is corrupted, perform the following steps:

1. Go to /opt/dell/secureconnectgateway/bin.

2. Run chmod +x dbrestore.sh to enable the execute permission for the dbrestore.sh file.

3. Run the ./dbrestore.sh file. The list of periodic and manual backup files are displayed.

4. Select the required backup file and press Enter. The secure connect gateway services are stopped, the backup file is 
restored, and the services are started again.

5. Retry accessing the user interface.

If the issue still persists, reboot the secure connect gateway virtual appliance.

3
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Unable to register Secure Connect Gateway
If you experience issues while registering secure connect gateway, ensure the following:

● The required ports are configured on the local system. See Network requirements.
● The root account password is configured during deployment.
● The local system is connected to an active Internet connection. If it connects to the Internet through a proxy server, ensure 

that the proxy network details entered are valid.
● The local system can connect to the Enterprise servers through ports 443 and 8443. See Network requirements.
● The access key and PIN entered in the Authentication section were created in the past seven days and were not used to 

register a different secure connect gateway instance. To generate a new access key and PIN, go to the Overview section 
on the Secure Connect Gateway - Virtual Edition page.

● The keyboard layout is set to US-English.

If the issue persists, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the local system through Secure Shell (SSH) using root credentials.
2. Run #docker exec -it esrsde-app bash to access the SRS container.

3. To verify if the connectivityRegistration service is running, run the wd status connectivityRegistration 
for SRS container in appliance and docker engine.

NOTE: If your device is running secure connect gateway version 5.16 or earlier, run the systemctl status 
connectivityRegistration command for SRS container in appliance.

4. If the service is not running, run docker restart esrsde-app to restart the SRS container.
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Unable to sign in using administrator account
If you are unable to sign in using administrator account, ensure the following:

● The administrator account is not locked. If you enter an incorrect password in five consecutive attempts, the administrator 
account is automatically locked for 15 minutes.

● The password that is entered is correct.
● The domain that is selected is correct.

If the issue persists, perform the following steps to reset the administrator account password:

1. Log in to the local system through SSH using root credentials.
2. Run # curl -k -L -i -s -X --header "Content-Type: application/json" --request PUT --data 

'{"rootUserName":"<root user>","rootPassword":"<root pwd>","newAdminPassword":"<newadmin 
pwd>","confirmAdminPassword":"<newadmin pwd>"}' 'https://<IP address of the 
localsystem>:5700/SupportAssist/api/v2/adminPassword/reset'

For example: # curl -k -L -i -s -X --header "Content-Type: application/json" --request 
PUT --data '{"rootUserName":"root","rootPassword":"linux","newAdminPassword":"Dell_1234$", 
"confirmAdminPassword":"Dell_1234$"}' 'https://<IP address of the local system>:5700/
SupportAssist/api/v2/adminPassword/reset'

NOTE: During password reset, if you enter an incorrect username or password thrice in the command above, the account is 

locked for 24 hours.

5
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Unable to sign in using network credentials
If you configured secure connect gateway to allow users to log in only using their network credentials, they may not be able to 
log in if there is an issue with the LDAP network or if they updated their credentials.

Perform the following steps to reset the LDAP settings to enable users to log in using their LDAP credentials or the 
administrator account credentials:

1. Log in to the local system through SSH using root credentials.
2. Run curl -k -L -i -s -X --header "Content-Type: application/json" --request PUT --data 

'{"rootUserName":{username},"rootPassword":{password},"authProviders":"both"}' 'https://
{ip}:5700/SupportAssist/api/v2/ldap/domain/reset', where {ip} is the IP address of the secure connect 
gateway virtual appliance, {username} and {password} are the credentials of the root account.

For example, curl -k -L -i -s -X --header "Content-Type: application/json" --
request PUT --data '{"rootUserName":"root","rootPassword":"linux","authProviders":"both"}' 
'https://10.12.34.658:5700/SupportAssist/api/v2/ldap/domain/reset' 

NOTE: During password reset, if you enter an incorrect username or password thrice in the command above, the account is 

locked for 24 hours.

6
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System status is displayed as OFF
On the dashboard, if the System Status is displayed as OFF, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the local system through Secure Shell (SSH) using the root credentials.
2. Run docker exec -it esrsde-app bash to access the SRS container.

3. Run wd status <service name> for SRS container in appliance or wd status <service name> for SRS container 
in docker engine to verify the status of the following services:
● esrshttpd
● esrshttpdR
● esrsconnectemc
● esrsclientproxy
● esrshttpdftp
● esrshttpdlistener
● shibd
● apache2
● esrsmosquitto

4. If the services are not running, perform the following steps:
a. Run docker restart esrsde-app to restart the SRS container.

b. Run docker restart saede-app to restart the SAE container.
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Unable to add a device
If you experience issues while adding a device from the secure connect gateway user interface, ensure the following:

● The device is supported in secure connect gateway.
● The device is reachable from the local system.
● To add a device using the IP address, the IP address must be reachable from the local system.
● To add a device using the hostname, the DNS server must be running.
● The device does not connect to the Internet through a proxy server.
● The required ports and protocols are open and running on the device. For information about the ports that must be open and 

the protocols that must be running, see the Secure Connect Gateway 5.x — Virtual Edition Support Matrix available on the 
Secure Connect Gateway - Virtual Edition documentation page.

● The credential account or credential profile that is assigned to the device is valid.

For data protection devices, converged and hyperconverged devices other than Web-Scale, and data storage devices other 
than EqualLogic, PowerVault, Dell Compellent, and Fluid FS, also perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the local system through SSH using the root credentials.
2. Run docker exec -it esrsde-app bash to access the SRS container.

3. Run wd status <service name> for SRS container in appliance or wd status <service name> for SRS container 
in docker engine to verify the status of the following services:
● esrsmqttclient
● esrsmosquitto

4. If the services are not running, perform the following steps:
a. Run docker restart esrsde-app to restart the SRS container.

b. Run docker restart saede-app to restart the SAE container.

If the data protection devices, converged and hyperconverged devices other than Web-Scale, and data storage devices other 
than EqualLogic, PowerVault, Dell Compellent, and Fluid FS are not displayed on the secure connect gateway user interface, 
perform the following steps:

1. ● Run docker exec -i esrsde-app su -l postgres -c "psql -d vapp -c \"update 
device_management set updated_time=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP\""; for application and appliance version.

● Run docker exec -i esrsde-app psql -U postgres -d vapp -e -c "update device_management 
set updated_time=CURRENT_TIMESTAMP"; for container version.

2. Run docker exec -i esrsde-app touch /shared/sync/are not beensae_be_updates.

If the device is reachable from other systems in the same network, but you have not been able to add it in secure connect 
gateway, the issue may be that the IP address of the device belongs to the network bridge IP range or docker IP range.

NOTE: The default docker IP range is 172.17*, and the default network bridge IP range is 172.18*.

If the device IP address belongs to the network bridge IP range, log in to secure connect gateway virtual appliance using 
root credentials. Run the vi /etc/esrshost.conf command. Locate the BridgeSubnet value and modify the value to 
BridgeSubnet=<Preferred IP>/29. After modifying the BridgeSubnet value, run the following commands:

1. docker network disconnect sae-srs-bridge esrsde-app

2. docker network disconnect sae-srs-bridge saede-app

3. docker network disconnect sae-srs-bridge esrsalert-app

4. docker network rm sae-srs-bridge

5. docker network create --driver bridge --subnet <new IP address>/
<subnet mask> --opt com.docker.network.bridge.name=sae-srs-bridge 
sae-srs-bridge

8
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6. docker network connect sae-srs-bridge esrsde-app

7. docker network connect sae-srs-bridge saede-app

8. docker network connect sae-srs-bridge esrsalert-app

If the device IP address belongs to the docker IP range, log in to secure connect gateway virtual appliance using root credentials 
and perform the following steps:

1. To stop the docker, run the systemctl stop docker command.

2. To remove the docker0 interface, run the ip link del docker0 command.

3. Run the vi /etc/docker/dockerdCfg.json command. To specify the new IP range, edit the dockerdCfg.json file 
as follows:

{
"bip": "<ip of docker0 interface on host>/<subnet mask>"
}

The modified dockerdCfg.json file should have values as given in the example below:

{
"hosts" : ["unix:///var/run/docker.sock","tcp://0.0.0.0:2375"],
"insecure-registries" : ["127.0.0.1:9443","localhost:9443"],
"bip": "<IP address of the device>/24"
}

Save the modified file.
4. To start the docker, run the systemctl start docker command.

5. Run

systemctl restart docker

If you are unable to add the local system, also ensure that the SSH service is running. To verify, start or restart the SSH service, 
perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the local system through SSH using the root credentials.
2. To verify the status of the service, run service sshd status.

3. If the service is already running, run service sshd restart to restart the service.

4. If the service is not running, run service sshd start.

For information about the device types and models that are supported, required ports and protocols, and how you can add the 
device, see the Secure Connect Gateway 5.x — Virtual Edition Support Matrix available on the Secure Connect Gateway - 
Virtual Edition documentation page .
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Unable to configure or verify SNMP settings
Configuring the SNMP settings or alert destination of a device ensures that secure connect gateway receives alerts from the 
device. Secure connect gateway can automatically configure the SNMP settings of a server. If an error message is displayed 
stating the SNMP settings could not be configured or verified, ensure the following:

● Port 162 is open on the local system.
● Ports 161 and 162 are open on the device and intermediate routing devices.
● For a server added in secure connect gateway by selecting the device type as Server/Hypervisor, OpenManage Server 

Administrator is installed.

If the issue persists, click  beside the device on the Manage devices page and click Configure SNMP.

If the issue still persists, manually configure the SNMP settings.

● For information about configuring the alert destination for a PowerEdge VRTX, PowerEdge FX2, or PowerEdge M1000E 
chassis, go to the Chassis Management Controller documentation page.

● For information about configuring the alert destination for PowerEdge MX7000 chassis, go to Enterprise Systems 
Management, click Dell OpenManage Enterprise, and then click Dell OpenManage Enterprise-Modular.

● For information about configuring the alert destination for an iDRAC, see the iDRAC manuals documentation page.
● For steps to configure the alert destination of a networking switch, see Manually configure alert destination of a networking 

device.
● For steps to configure the alert destination of a server, see Manually configure alert destination by accessing the SNMP trap 

service for a server running Linux operating system or Manually configure alert destination using the script file for a server 
running Linux operating system.

Manually configure alert destination by accessing 
the SNMP trap service for a server running Linux 
operating system

Steps

1. Log in to the terminal window using root privileges.

2. Run rpm -qa | grep snmp, and ensure that the net-snmp package is installed.

3. Run cd /etc/snmp to go to the SNMP directory.

4. Open snmpd.conf in the VI editor (vi snmpd.conf).

5. Search snmpd.conf for # group context sec.model sec.level prefix read write notif and ensure that the values for 
read, write, and notif are set to all.

6. At the end of the snmpd.conf file, before Further Information, add an entry in the following format: Trapsink <IP 
address of the local system> <community string>, for example, trapsink 10.94.174.190 public.

7. Run service snmpd restart to restart the SNMP service.

Manually configure alert destination using the script 
file for a server running Linux operating system

Prerequisites

● Ensure that Net-SNMP is installed on the system. See Install Net-SNMP on a server running Linux operating system.
● Ensure that you have root privileges on the device.
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Steps

1. In the install directory on the local system, go to the /opt/dell/secureconnectgateway/scripts folder.

2. Copy and paste LinuxSNMPConfig.sh in the desired location.

3. Log in to the terminal window using root privileges.

4. Run the script file on the device using the following syntax: sh LinuxSNMPConfig.sh -d <IP address of the 
local system>. For example, sh LinuxSNMPConfig.sh -d 10.10.10.10.

Install Net-SNMP on a server running Linux operating system

Prerequisites

Log in to the server with a user account that has root privileges.

About this task

Secure connect gateway receives alerts that are forwarded from remote devices through an SNMP agent. Net-SNMP consists 
of a suite of SNMP tools, including an SNMP agent. On devices running Linux operating system, Net-SNMP must be installed to 
allow secure connect gateway to receive alerts.

Steps

1. Open the terminal window on the device running the Linux operating system.

2. Enter the following commands based on the operating system:

● Red Hat Enterprise Linux, CentOS, and VMware ESX: yum install net-snmp
● Oracle Linux: rpm -ivh net-snmp-x.x-xx.x.x.xxx.x86_64.rpm, where x.x-xx.x.x.xxx.x represents the version 

number in the rpm file name.
● SUSE Linux Enterprise Server:

a. zypper addrepo http://download.opensuse.org/repositories/net-snmp:factory/SLE_12/
net-snmp:factory.repo

b. zypper refresh
c. zypper install net-snmp

Manually configure alert destination of a networking 
device

About this task

NOTE: The steps to configure the alert destination of networking devices may vary based on the model. For information 

about configuring the alert destination of a specific model, see the device-specific documentation.

Steps

1. Log in to the device using a terminal emulator such as PuTTY.

2. Run configure.

3. Run snmp-server host <IP address of the local system> traps version 2.

4. To verify if the alert destination is configured successfully, run show running-config snmp.
The list of alert destinations that are configured on the device is displayed.
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Unable to connect to a device
If secure connect gateway is unable to connect to a device, the connectivity status for the device is displayed as Failed on the 
Manage devices page and in the device overview pane. To troubleshoot such issues, ensure the following:

● The device is reachable from the local system.
● If you have added the device using IP address, the IP address must be reachable. Also check if the IP address has changed. 

The IP address may change if the device is configured to obtain a dynamic IP address and you restart the device. If the IP 
address has changed, delete and add the device again in secure connect gateway.

● If you have added the device using the hostname, the DNS server must be running.
● The credential account or credential profile that is assigned to the device is valid.
● The device does not connect to the Internet through a proxy server.
● The required ports and protocols are open and running on the device. For information about the ports required, see the 

Secure Connect Gateway 5.x — Virtual Edition Support Matrix available on the Secure Connect Gateway - Virtual Edition 
documentation page.

For data protection devices, converged or hyperconverged infrastructure appliances other than Web-Scale, and data storage 
devices other than PeerStorage, Dell Compellent, PowerVault, and FluidFS, also ensure the following:

● The server on which Policy Manager is installed is connected to an active Internet connection.
● The Policy Manager settings that are configured in secure connect gateway are valid.
● The esrskeepalive and esrsdigitaltwinservice services are running on the local system. To check if a service 

stopped running, click Stopped services in the Service Status section on the dashboard. To restart the service, perform 
the following steps:
1. Log in to the local system through Secure Shell (SSH) using the root credentials.
2. Run docker restart esrsde-app to restart the container.
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Unable to clear System Event Logs (SEL)
If you experience issues while clearing the SEL for a device, ensure the following:

● The device is reachable from the local system.
● If the device is a member of a domain, the hostname of the device is added in the DNS server.
● The credentials assigned to the device are valid and have administrator privileges.
● OpenManage Server Administrator is installed on the device.
● On a server running Windows operating system that is added by selecting the device type as Server/Hypervisor, the WMI 

service is running.
● On a server running Linux operating system that is added by selecting the device type as Server/Hypervisor, the SSH 

service is running.
● On a server that is added by selecting the device type as iDRAC, the WS-MAN service is running.

If the issue persists, perform one of the following steps:

● Clear the SEL from the iDRAC web console. For more information, see the iDRAC manuals documentation page.
● Clear the SEL from OpenManage Server Administrator, see the OpenManage manuals documentation page.
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Unable to perform remote actions on a device
A Dell technical support agent may access your device to troubleshoot an issue, run scripts, or install updates. Remote actions 
or support capability is available only for the following device types or models:

● Data protection
● Data storage other than the following models:

○ Fluid File System (FluidFS)
○ PeerStorage (PS) or EqualLogic
○ Storage Center (SC) or Dell Compellent
○ PowerVault,

● Converged or hyperconverged infrastructure appliances other than Web-Scale.

If a Dell technical support agent is unable to access your device, ensure the following:

● Server on which Policy Manager is installed is connected to an active Internet connection.
● Policy Manager settings that are configured in secure connect gateway are valid.
● Policy Manager is not configured to deny all remote action requests.
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Alert information is not sent to the backend
If alert information is not sent to the backend, a service request may not be created for an issue that is detected on the device. 
To troubleshoot this issue, ensure the following:

● Device-level or global-level maintenance mode is not enabled.
● Monitoring or heartbeat status is enabled for the device.
● File transfers between the device, secure connect gateway, and the backend is not disabled. To verify, perform the following 

steps:
1. Go to Settings > Alert delivery settings.
2. In the Failover Options section, ensure that the Enable Failover FTPS check box is selected.
3. In the Device check-in section, ensure that the Disable alert delivery to check-in regularly check box is not 

selected.
● The required ports are configured on the local system. See Network requirements.
● The required ports and protocol are open and running on the device. For information about the ports and protocols, see the 

Secure Connect Gateway 5.x — Virtual Edition Support Matrix available on the Secure Connect Gateway - Virtual Edition 
documentation page.

● The local system is connected to the Enterprise and Global access servers. To test connectivity to the Global access and 
Enterprise servers, on the secure connect gateway header, click Connectivity > Test network connections and then click 
Test connection.

● SNMP settings are configured for the device.

For data protection devices, converged and hyperconverged infrastructure appliances other than Web-Scale, or data storage 
devices other than the PeerStorage, Dell Compellent, FluidFS, and PowerVault, also ensure the following:

● The alert delivery settings are configured in the secure connect gateway user interface. To configure the settings, go to 
Settings > Alert delivery settings.

● The server on which Policy Manager is installed is connected to an active Internet connection.
● The Policy Manager settings are configured in secure connect gateway. Go to Settings > Environment configuration.
● Policy Manager is not configured to request for approval or deny all file transfers to the backend.

If the issue persists, perform the following steps:

1. Sign in to secure connect gateway.
2. In the Service Status section on the dashboard, click Stopped services to verify if any of the following services are 

displayed.
● appsettings
● cases
● collection
● connectivity
● email
● esrsconnectemc
● esrshttpd
● esrshttpdR
● esrshttpdftp
● esrshttpdlistener
● esrsmftauth
● esrsremoteserveragent
● inventory
● secureconnectgateway
● secureconnectgatewaydb

3. Log in to the local system through Secure Shell (SSH) using the root credentials.
4. Run docker restart esrsde-app to restart the SRS container.

5. Run docker restart saede-app to restart the SAE container.
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Unable to use Secure connect gateway alert 
service

Start and stop the secure connect gateway alert service
● For Linux:

○ To start the secure connect gateway alert service, run the wd start secureconnectgatewayalertservice 
command.

○ To stop the secure connect gateway alert service, run the wd stop secureconnectgatewayalertservice 
command.

○ To know the status of the secure connect gateway alert service, run the wd status 
secureconnectgatewayalertservice command.

● For Windows:
○ To start the secure connect gateway alert service, go to the services application, locate Dell Technologies Secure 

Connect Gateway Alerts, right click the service, and then click Start.
○ To stop the secure connect gateway alert service, go to the services application, locate Dell Technologies Secure 

Connect Gateway Alerts, right click the service, and then click Stop.

Secure connect gateway alert service has stopped
Ensure that port 162 is free for the secure connect gateway alert service. If port 162 is used for another service, disable the 
service and start the secure connect gateway alert service.

● To start the secure connect gateway alert service in Linux, run the wd start secureconnectgatewayalertservice 
command.

● To start the secure connect gateway alert service in Windows, go to the services application, locate Dell Technologies 
Secure Connect Gateway Alerts, right click the service, and then click Start.

Unable to start secure connect gateway alert service in 
Linux, Debian, and Ubuntu
Ensure that keyring is enabled on the local system. Keyring is a default feature that is mostly enabled in Linux, Debian, and 
Ubuntu. To check if keyring functionality is enabled on your device, run the following commands:

● For Linux, run the rpm -qa | grep keyutils and rpm -qa | grep libsecret commands.

● For Debian and Ubuntu, run the dpkg -l | grep keyutils and dpkg -l | grep libsecret commands.

Enable the keyring and restart the secure connect gateway services.

Unable to receive SNMP events through secure connect 
gateway alert service
When SNMP events are not received even when the secure connect gateway alert service is running, ensure the following:

● Ports 162 and 5705 are free.
● The firewall on your system allows events from ports 162 and 5705.
● All managed devices are connected to the correct SNMP version.
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● SNMP v3 settings are common for all systems in the network if SNMP v3 is enabled.

Unable to receive Redfish events through secure connect 
gateway alert service
When Redfish events are not received even when the secure connect gateway alert service is running, ensure the following:

● Port 5705 is free.
● The firewall on your system allows events from port 5705.
● Event subscriptions are available for Redfish events. To subscribe for Redfish events, use the following subscription url 

https://<IPAddress>:5705/SecureConnectGateway/redfish/alerts/v1/<serviceTag>
NOTE: If Redfish events are not received after upgrading secure connect gateway to a higher version, you must manually 

configure the settings. Go to the Devices page, select the device, and click Configure alert and event settings.
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Unable to set up an adapter
If you experience issues while setting up an adapter, ensure the following:

● The systems management console is connected to an active Internet connection.
● The systems management console is reachable from the local system.
● The systems management console IP address and credentials are valid.
● The required ports are open configured on the local system. See Network requirements.
● An adapter with the entered details is not already set up in secure connect gateway.
● You have administrator privileges on the server on which the systems management console is installed.
● For an OpenManage Essentials adapter, also ensure the following:

○ .NET Framework 4.5 is installed on the local system.
○ Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol or Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol version 1.2 is enabled.
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Unable to collect and upload telemetry to the 
backend

By default, secure connect gateway collects and sends device telemetry from the devices, irrespective of their service contract. 
The device telemetry is collected based on the predefined day and time that is specified in the Automated Tasks page. It also 
collects telemetry automatically from a device when a service request is created for an issue with the device. You can also 
initiate a collection from one or more devices.

If you experience issues while collecting telemetry from the device, ensure the following:

● The device is reachable from the local system.
● If you added the device using the IP address, the IP address must be reachable from the local system.
● If you added the device using the hostname, the DNS server must be running.
● The device does not connect to the Internet through a proxy server.
● The credential account or credential profile that is assigned to the device is valid.
● The required ports and protocol are open and running on the device. For information about the ports and protocols, see the 

Secure Connect Gateway 5.x — Virtual Edition Support Matrix available on the Secure Connect Gateway - Virtual Edition 
documentation page.

If you experience issues while uploading the collected telemetry to the backend, ensure the following:

● The local system is connected to an active Internet connection.
● The local system is connected to the Global access and Enterprise servers. See Network requirements.

To test connectivity to the Global access and Enterprise servers, on the secure connect gateway header, click Connectivity > 
Test network connections and then click Test connection.

After resolving the issue, manually initiate a collection on the device.

Prerequisites to perform a collection
To perform a collection on a device, ensure the following:
● The local system has sufficient hard drive space to save the collected telemetry.
● The local system and remote devices meet the network port requirements.
● If a server was added using the operating system, IP address, or hostname (agent-based monitoring):

○ Dell OpenManage Server Administrator (OMSA) is installed.
○ If the server is running a Linux operating system:

￭ The device credentials must have administrator privileges.
￭ No resource (network share, drive, or ISO image) is mounted on the /tmp folder.

￭ If OMSA is installed on the device, the latest version of OpenSSL must also be installed on the device.

NOTE: If the server you have added for agent-based monitoring does not have OMSA installed, periodic collection 

from the device does not include storage and system details.

● If OMSA is not installed on a server that was added by selecting the device type as Server/Hypervisor, OS to iDRAC 
Pass-through is enabled. For steps to enable the enable OS to iDRAC Pass-through, see the Integrated Dell Remote Access 
Controller User's Guide available on the iDRAC Manuals page

● If a server was added using the iDRAC IP address (agentless monitoring), the iDRAC credentials that you entered must have 
administrator privileges.

● The local system must have Internet connectivity for uploading the collected telemetry to the backend.
● For collecting telemetry from ESX and ESXi only, ensure that SFCBD and CIMOM are enabled.
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Configure sudo access for Secure Connect Gateway 
on a server running Linux operating system

Prerequisites

Ensure that you are logged in to the device with root privileges.

About this task

In Linux operating systems, users with sudo access may be granted administrator privileges to run certain commands. If you 
have added a device in secure connect gateway using the credentials of a sudo user, you must perform the following steps to 
allow secure connect gateway to monitor and collect telemetry from the device.

Steps

1. Open the terminal window.

2. Set the home directory path for the user—enter useradd user_name -d /home and press Enter.

3. Open the /etc/sudoers file.

4. Insert an exclamation mark [!] on the requiretty line. For example, !requiretty
5. Add one of the following based on your preference:

● %root ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD: ALL—to grant permission to all users in the root group.

● user_name ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD: ALL—to grant permission to only a specific user.

6. Save the /etc/sudoers file.
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Unable to create a service request
The Service requests page displays information about only the open service requests that were created for the managed 
devices. Though secure connect gateway automatically creates service requests when an issue is detected, a service request 
can also be created over an email, telephone, or chat conversation, or from TechDirect. For devices with a ProSupport, 
ProSupport Plus, ProSupport Flex for Data Center, or ProSupport One for Data Center service contract, the service request 
status is displayed irrespective of the source from which the service request was created. For devices with a Basic service 
contract, a temporary service request is created and displayed on the Service requests page.

If a service request is not created for an issue that is detected on a device, ensure the following:

● Automatic service request creation is supported on the device type or model.
● Monitoring is enabled for the device.
● The device has an active service contract or warranty.
● Device-level or global-level maintenance mode is not enabled.
● File transfers between the device, secure connect gateway, and the backend is not disabled. To verify, perform the following 

steps:
1. Go to Settings > Alert delivery settings.
2. In the Failover Options section, ensure that the Enable Failover FTPS check box is selected.
3. In the Device check-in section, ensure that the Disable alert delivery to check-in regularly check box is not 

selected.
● SNMP settings are configured on the device.
● Check the application.log file to verify if the alert was received from the device. To download the log file from the 

secure connect gateway user interface, go to Audits > Logs.
● If the device was inventoried through an OpenManage Essentials adapter, ensure that the device is configured to forward 

alerts to the server where OpenManage Essentials is installed.
● The local system is connected to the Global access and Enterprise servers. See Network requirements.

To test the connectivity, on the secure connect gateway header, click Connectivity > Test network connections and then 
click Test connection.
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Insufficient storage space on the local 
system

On the dashboard, the Storage section displays the total virtual hard disk space that is allocated during deployment and the 
percentage of free storage space available. To clear the hard disk, you can delete the logs that are generated or the collections 
that are performed.

To access the logs, go to /var/lib/docker/volumes/saede_logs/_data and /var/lib/docker/volumes/
esrslog/_data/var/log.

To access the logs generated for a particular service, go to /var/lib/docker/volumes/saede_logs/_data/<service 
name> and /var/lib/docker/volumes/esrslog/_data/var/log/<service name>.

To access the collections performed, go to /var/lib/docker/volumes/saede_data/_data/_reports. To access 
the collections of a specific type, go to /var/lib/docker/volumes/saede_data/_data/_reports/<collection 
type>.

NOTE: Collections and logs are automatically archived every 24 hours and purged after 30 days.
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Secure Connect Gateway services stopped 
running

If a service is not running, it is displayed in the Service Status section on the dashboard. Click Stopped running to view the 
service name. To restart a service, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the local system through Secure Shell (SSH) using root credentials.
2. Run docker restart esrsde-app to restart the SRS container.

3. Run docker restart saede-app to restart the SAE container.

To see the complete list of SRS services, run the wd list-all command.

The following table provides the services running on the local system and their purpose:

Table 6. Secure Connect Gateway services 

Service name Purpose

appsettings Ensures the settings that are configured in secure connect 
gateway are saved.

auditlog Ensures information about the various activities that are 
performed in secure connect gateway are displayed on the 
Audit page.

cases Ensures that information about service requests that are 
created for the can be retrieved from the backend.

collection Ensures that collections can be performed on the devices 
and information about the collections that are performed are 
displayed on the secure connect gateway user interface.

connectivity Ensures connectivity between the local system and the 
backend.

consoleadapter Ensures connectivity between secure connect gateway and 
the systems management console.

esrsclientproxy Ensures local system connectivity to the Internet through a 
proxy server, if applicable.

esrsdigitaltwinservice Ensures that device is reachable from the local system.

esrshttpd Ensures file transfers from the backend or devices to secure 
connect gateway.

● esrshttpdftp
● esrsconnectemc
● esrshttpdlistener
● esrsjcemc

Ensures secure connect gateway received alert data from the 
devices.

esrshttpdR Ensures file transfers from secure connect gateway to the 
backend or the devices.

esrskeepalive Ensures that the device is reachable from the local system.

esrsmftauth Ensures file transfers between secure connect gateway, 
devices, and the backend.

esrsmosquitto Ensures file transfers from the local system to the backend.
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Table 6. Secure Connect Gateway services (continued)

Service name Purpose

esrsmqttclient Ensures connectivity between secure connect gateway and 
the backend.

esrsupdate Ensures information about the updates available for secure 
connect gateway is displayed on the user interface.

inventory Ensures that device inventory information is displayed on the 
user interface.

registration Ensures secure connect gateway registration is successful.

secureconnectgateway Ensures access to secure connect gateway user interface.

secureconnectgatewaydb Ensures access to secure connect gateway database.
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Unable to view tooltips in Mozilla Firefox
If you are unable to view the tooltips in the secure connect gateway user interface, perform the following steps:

1. Open Mozilla Firefox, and enter about:config in the address bar.

2. If a warning is displayed, click Accept.
3. Verify that the browser.chrome.toolbar_tips value is set to True.

4. If the browser.chrome.toolbar_tips value is False, double-click the value to set it to True.
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Creating log file bundles for troubleshooting
You can create a bundle and download all the log files in a .zip file on to your device. The bundled log files can be used as a 
reference during troubleshooting.

Create log bundle for appliance and Docker container
● Run the docker exec -i esrsde-app bash -c 'sh /opt/scripts/esrsvescript-linux/bin/

gwsupportlogbundle.sh' command.

● To locate the downloaded log bundle, go to /var/lib/docker/volumes/srssae/_data/logbundle/ folder.

● Take a backup of the log bundle, if required, for future reference. The bundle in the secure connect gateway folder gets 
purged in two days.

Create log bundle for Podman container
● Run the podman exec -i esrsde-app bash -c 'sh /opt/scripts/esrsvescript-linux/bin/

gwsupportlogbundle.sh' command.

● To locate the downloaded log bundle,
○ For root user— /var/lib/containers/storage/volumes/srssae/_data/logbundle/ folder.

○ For non-root user— /home/$(whoami)/.local/share/containers/storage/volumes/srssae/_data/
logbundle/ folder.

● Take a backup of the log bundle, if required, for future reference. The bundle in the secure connect gateway folder gets 
purged in two days.

Create log bundle for RKE2 container
● Run the kubectl exec -it scg-app-0 --container esrsde-app -n scg -- /bin/bash -c 'sh /opt/

scripts/esrsvescript-linux/bin/gwsupportlogbundle.sh' command.

● To locate the downloaded log bundle, go to < persistent_volume>/srssae/logbundle/ folder. For example if the 
persistent volume created is /var/lib/scgvol, then the folder location is /var/lib/scgvol/srssae/logbundle/

● Take a backup of the log bundle, if required, for future reference. The bundle in the secure connect gateway folder gets 
purged in two days.
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Secure Connect Gateway resources
This section provides information about the documentation resources and other useful links that provide more information about 
secure connect gateway.

Table 7. Secure Connect Gateway resources 

For more information about See Available at

Minimum system and network 
requirements, and deployment 
instructions

Deployment Guide

Secure Connect Gateway - Virtual 
Edition documentation page

Features available in secure connect 
gateway and how to use the features

User's Guide

List of supported devices, protocols, 
firmware versions, and operating 
systems

Support Matrix

List of attributes that are reported in 
the telemetry that is collected by secure 
connect gateway from different device 
types

Reportable Items

New features, enhancements, known 
issues, and limitations in the release

Release Notes

Secure connect gateway infrastructure, 
alert processing, and automatic service 
request creation policies

Infrastructure and Alert Policy Guide

Integrating data center tools and 
applications with secure connect 
gateway using Representational State 
Transfer (REST) APIs

REST API Guide

Troubleshooting issues that may occur 
while using secure connect gateway

Troubleshooting Guide

Procedural or reference information to 
help with using the application

Online Help Secure connect gateway user interface

Peer-to-peer questions about secure 
connect gateway

Community forum Secure Connect Gateway community

Video tutorials to learn about the 
features of secure connect gateway — 
virtual edition

Secure Connect Gateway Virtual Edition 
playlist

YouTube
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Contacting Dell Technologies
About this task

NOTE: If you do not have an active Internet connection, you can find contact information about your purchase invoice, 

packing slip, bill, or Dell Technologies product catalog.

Dell Technologies provides several online and telephone-based support and service options. Availability varies by country or 
region and product, and some services may not be available in your area.

Steps

1. To contact Dell Technologies for sales, technical support, or customer service issues, perform the following steps:

a. Go to Dell Support.
b. Select your country or region in the selection list at the bottom of the page.
c. Click Contact Support and select the appropriate support link.

2. To find manuals and documents, perform the following steps:

a. Go to Dell Support.
b. Click Browse all products.
c. Select the appropriate product category and then select the desired product.
d. To view or download the manuals and documents, click the Documentation tab.

NOTE: You can also directly access the manuals and documents for Serviceability Tools from the Serviceability Tools 

page.
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Error codes
The following table lists the error messages displayed on the user interface and the corresponding error codes. If an error 
message does not have a resolution, contact Dell technical support. See Contacting Dell Technologies.

Table 8. Error codes 

Error code Error message

SAE-010001 This request has an invalid status. The only available statuses are ENABLE or DISABLE.

SAE-010002 Invalid request. The format of this request body must be a JSON.

SAE-010003 Registration for this client is already in progress. Contact your network administrator for more information.

SAE-010006 We encountered an error while trying to register secure connect gateway. Reenter your access key and PIN 
and try to register again.

SAE-010007 We could not register secure connect gateway because of an invalid access key and PIN. Reenter your 
access key and PIN, then try to register again.

SAE-010008 This access key and PIN have already expired. Request another pair, then try again.

SAE-010009 This access key and PIN have already been used. Request another pair, then try again.

SAE-010010 We encountered an error while trying to register secure connect gateway. Enter a new access key and PIN, 
then try to register again.

SAE-010011 We encountered an error while trying to register secure connect gateway. Reenter your access key and 
PIN, then try to register again.

SAE-010012 This client is already authenticated with SRS.

SAE-010013 We encountered an error while updating your connectivity status. Try again later, and if the issue persists, 
Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010015 We encountered an error while updating your gateway's registration status. Try again later, and if the issue 
persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010019 We cannot change your registration status until your access-key & PIN have been authenticated. Complete 
authentication and then try again.

SAE-010020 Something went wrong, and we could not get the properties file. Try again, and if the problem persists, 
Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010021 An unknown error occurred while updating the registration. Try again, and if the issue persists, Contact Dell 
technical support.

SAE-010022 This request has an invalid status. The only available statuses are ENABLED, DISABLED, or 
DEREGISTERED.

SAE-010023 We cannot complete this operation until registration has completed. Finish registration and then try again.

SAE-010024 Registration failed. An invalid clientID was sent from the client. Check your request inputs, then try again.

SAE-010025 Complete your gateway registration, then you can perform other actions.

SAE-010026 This client is already registered.

SAE-010027 This request is blocked until the client has completed registration with SRS.

SAE-010029 We cannot update your shipping details until you have opt-in to receive automated replacement parts.

SAE-010032 We encountered an error while trying to log in to TechDirect. Check your connection to the Internet, then 
try again.

A
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Table 8. Error codes (continued)

Error code Error message

SAE-010033 We encountered an error while trying to reach your gateway. Check your connection to the Internet, then 
try again. If the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010034 The TechDirect integration failed due to an invalid input. Check your entries and try again.

SAE-010035 This OTP is no longer valid. Request a new OTP and try again.

SAE-010036 The TechDirect integration failed because of an IDM service issue. Try again later, and if the problem 
persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010039 We cannot perform this action until you have integrated this gateway with your TechDirect account.

SAE-010040 We cannot complete this operation until registration has completed. Finish registration and then try again.

SAE-010041 Your refresh token has expired. Log in again.

SAE-010045 Shipping details are required and cannot be blank.

SAE-010046 The gateway server returned an empty response for this request. Review the request details and try again.

SAE-010047 A database error occurred while saving the registration ID. Try again later, and if the issue persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-010048 A primary contact is required and cannot be blank.

SAE-010049 A primary shipping contact is required and cannot be blank.

SAE-010050 {0} is required and must be {1} character in length.

SAE-010051 A secondary contact for shipping is required and cannot be blank.

SAE-010052 We cannot find any customer details associated with this ID.

SAE-010053 Shipping details for both your primary and secondary contacts cannot match.

SAE-010054 The name and phone number for your primary and secondary contacts cannot match.

SAE-010055 The name and email address for your primary and secondary contacts cannot match.

SAE-010056 The phone and email address for your primary and secondary contacts cannot match.

SAE-010057 The names of your primary and secondary contacts cannot match.

SAE-010058 The phone numbers of your primary and secondary contacts cannot match.

SAE-010059 The email address of your primary and secondary contacts cannot match.

SAE-010060 We could not complete this operation due to an unknown database error. Try again later, and if the issue 
persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010061 Cannot delete customer details without an ID in the request.

SAE-010062 All required fields under Contact Details must be completed to perform this action.

SAE-010063 We could not complete your client validation because of a server error. Try again later, and if the problem 
persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010064 We encountered an error and could not complete this action. Try again later, and if the issue persists, 
Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010065 We could not validate this Access Key and PIN because the company name returned from this request was 
blank or invalid. Check your entries and try again. If the issue persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010066 Editing the name of a company is not allowed.

SAE-010068 We encountered an error during validation. Check your entries and try again. If the issue persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-010069 This client is already registered.

SAE-010070 We could not validate your contact details with your gateway. Check your entries and try again. If the 
problem persists, Contact Dell technical support.
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Table 8. Error codes (continued)

Error code Error message

SAE-010071 Something went wrong while validating your shipping details. Try again, and if the problem persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-010072 We do not have customer details for some of the listed IDs. Check your entries and try again.

SAE-010074 We could not complete this action because this plug-in was already removed from your gateway. You can 
register and enable the plug-in again, then try again.

SAE-010075 Your parameter {0} should be a minimum of {1} to a maximum of {2} characters.

SAE-010080 We cannot change this gateway's registration status until its initial registration is finished. Complete your 
registration, then try again.

SAE-010081 We could not complete this action because of an error with the Dell Technologies servers. Try again later, 
and if the issue persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010082 We could not complete this action because of a certificate error. Restart the service, then try again. If the 
issue persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010083 We could not attempt this action because connectivity is disabled. Verify that your plug-in is enabled and 
try again. If the issue persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010084 We could not complete this action because of an unknown error. Try again later, and if the issue persists, 
Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010085 We could not complete this action because of an unknown error. Check that your registration has 
completed, then restart the service and try again. If the issue persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010086 We could not complete this action because of a certificate error. Restart the service, then try again. If the 
issue persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010087 We could not register secure connect gateway because we cannot reach the Dell Technologies servers. 
Check your Internet connection and try again. If the issue persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010088 Registration failed because this access key is not associated with this model. Request an access key 
specifically for this model and try again.

SAE-010089 Something went wrong during your gateway deployment, and we cannot continue with your registration. 
Please start your deployment again, and if you still cannot register, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010090 Something went wrong during your gateway deployment, and we cannot continue with your registration. 
Please restart the host system or VM for your gateway and try again. If you still cannot register, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-010091 Something went wrong during registration. Contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-010092 Something went wrong during registration because of a server issue. Enter a new access key and PIN, then 
try again.

SAE-010100 {0} is a required field that cannot be null or empty.

SAE-010101 We could not use your entry for {0}. Remove any special characters, then try again.

SAE-010102 Your parameter {0} should be between {1}-{2} characters.

SAE-010103 An error occurred while validating this request or response.

SAE-010104 {0} is not a valid response in this field.

SAE-010105 Request failed because the payload is not in the correct format.

SAE-010111 We received an error from TechDirect and could not complete this action. Try again later, and if the 
problem persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-010113 We could not get the country or region information because of an invalid country or region code. Replace 
{0} with a new code, then try again.

SAE-010114 We received an error from TechDirect and could not complete this action. Try again later, and if the 
problem persists, Contact Dell technical support.
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Table 8. Error codes (continued)

Error code Error message

SAE-010116 We could not get the state information because of an invalid country or region code. Replace {0} with a 
new code, then try again.

SAE-010117 We could not get the city information because of an invalid country or region code. Replace {0} with a new 
code, then try again.

SAE-010118 We could not get the shipping information because of an invalid country or region code. Replace {0} with a 
new code, then try again.

SAE-010119 We cannot continue right now because of too many failed attempts. Wait 15 minutes and try again.

SAE-020000 Something went wrong with the API. Check the secure connect gateway documentation for more details 
about APIs.

SAE-020001 We could not find the associated credential account.

SAE-020002 We could not update this credential account. Try again later.

SAE-020003 We could not delete this credential account. Try again later.

SAE-020004 We could not delete this credential account since it is in use. Remove any associations to this account, then 
try again.

SAE-020005 We could not create this credential account because of invalid SNMP credentials.

SAE-020006 We could not complete this request because the name is an invalid length. Ensure that the name is between 
0-50 characters, then try again.

SAE-020007 We could not complete this request because of an invalid character. Check your request, then try again.

SAE-020008 Something went wrong. Try again, then contact Dell technical support if needed. Check your credentials in 
the payload, then try again. If the problem persists, contact your secure connect gateway administrator for 
help.

SAE-020009 We could not complete this request with an empty or null value asset type. Enter a value for asset type, 
then try again.

SAE-020010 We could not complete this request with an empty or null credential. Enter some values for credentials, 
then try again.

SAE-020011 We could not complete this request with an incorrect protocol. Check your protocol values, then try again.

SAE-020012 We could not complete this request with this username. Ensure that your User name is between 0-50 
characters, then try again.

SAE-020013 We could not complete a request with this value for paraPhrase. Ensure that your value for paraPhrase is 
between 0-50 characters, then try again.

SAE-020014 We could not complete a request with this value for enableParaPhrase. Ensure that your value for 
enableParaPhrase is between 0-50 characters, then try again.

SAE-020015 We could not complete a request with this value for communityString. Ensure that your value 
communityString is between 0-50 characters, then try again.

SAE-020016 Something went wrong while getting this asset. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if 
needed.

SAE-020017 We could not save this asset. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020018 We could not update this asset. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020019 Something went wrong while removing this asset. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if 
needed.

SAE-020020 We could not toggle maintenance mode with this request. Try the following to fix this issue: 1) Check that 
this asset is not in the staging group. 2) Check that Maintenance mode on the device is not already set to 
the requested state. 3) Check the format of your request and the assetIDs, values in the request.

SAE-020021 We could not toggle maintenance mode for this asset. Ensure that your listed action is either enable or 
disable. If that does not help, contact your secure connect gateway administrator.
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Table 8. Error codes (continued)

Error code Error message

SAE-020022 There is an issue connecting to the device. Either the device is not reachable or credentials that are 
provided are incorrect. Check the following, then try again. Ensure that you have selected the correct 
device type and that this device is reachable and credentials that are provided are correct. For the list of 
secure connect gateway supported devices, go to the Support Matrix at dell.com/serviceabilitytools. If the 
problem continues, contact Dell Technical support if needed.

SAE-020023 There is an issue connecting to the device. Either the device is not reachable or credentials that are 
provided are incorrect. Before you try again, ensure that you have selected the correct device type and 
device is reachable and credentials that are provided are correct. For the list of supported devices, go to 
the Support Matrix at dell.com/serviceabilitytools. If the problem continues, contact Dell Technical support 
if needed.

SAE-020024 Operation failed. Try again later, then contact Dell Technical support if the issue remains.

SAE-020025 We could not complete device discovery. Try again later, then contact Dell Technical support if needed.

SAE-020026 We could not complete this task with these invalid credentials. Update your credentials, then try again.

SAE-020027 Something went wrong while getting this asset. We could not complete the task. Try again later and if the 
problem continues, contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020028 We could not complete device discovery. Check the asset discovery option in your request, then try again. 
If the problem persists, contact your secure connect gateway administrator for help.

SAE-020029 We could not complete this operation. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020030 We could not complete this operation. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020031 Something went wrong. Check your credential account ID, then try again.

SAE-020032 Something went wrong. Check your IP address and hostname, then try again.

SAE-020033 A device with this IP address or hostname exists in the secure connect gateway.

SAE-020034 There was a warning while an operation was running on this asset.

SAE-020035 Something went wrong. Try again, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020036 We could not continue because this group name or ID is invalid. Change the Group ID or name, then try 
again.

SAE-020037 We could not complete this request. Check the format of the body in the request, then try again.

SAE-020038 We could not reach the device. Check your connection, then try again.

SAE-020039 Something went wrong. The basic property of the device changed on rediscovery. Try again, then contact 
Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020040 We could not complete this request with an empty or null asset ID. Enter a value for asset ID, then try 
again.

SAE-020041 A device with this IP address or hostname exists in the secure connect gateway.

SAE-020042 A device with this Display Name is already connected. Something went wrong. Try again with another 
Display Name.

SAE-020043 A device with this IP address, hostname, or friendly name exists in the secure connect gateway.

SAE-020044 A credential account with this name exists in the secure connect gateway. Use a different name, then try 
again.

SAE-020045 We could not validate this inventory with these asset IDs. Change the IDs to valid values, then try again.

SAE-020046 We cannot start the next periodic inventory validation because the previous one is still running.

SAE-020047 We started a periodic inventory validation because no others jobs are in progress.

SAE-020048 We could not verify the device's connectivity status because of a connection issue. Check that you can 
connect to the device, then try again by clicking Validate Inventory.
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Table 8. Error codes (continued)

Error code Error message

SAE-020049 We could not check if this device can collect telemetry. Check your connections, then try again.

SAE-020050 Monitoring is disabled for this device. If you want the secure connect gateway to automatically create 
support requests, turn on monitoring for the device.

SAE-020051 This device does not support monitoring.

SAE-020052 Monitoring information for this device is being forwarded to the secure connect gateway through the 
system management console where it was originally discovered.

SAE-020053 We cannot enable or cancel maintenance mode for devices that are associated with the default group. 
Assign these devices to another group, then try again.

SAE-020054 We cannot associate devices to the default group, but we can assign them to other groups that you have 
created. Select a group that you have created to assign these devices to it.

SAE-020055 We could not validate this inventory with an empty asset ID list. Add some asset IDs to your list, then try 
again.

SAE-020056 Dell OpenManage Server Administrator (OMSA) services are not running on this device. Restart OMSA 
services, or some secure connect gateway features might not work properly.

SAE-020057 Inventory validation is already running for this asset.

SAE-020058 We cannot perform collections on devices that are managed by plugins until OpenManage Server 
Administrator (OMSA) is installed. Install OMSA, then try again.

SAE-020059 We could not verify the device's capabilities because of a connection issue. Check that you can connect to 
the device, then try again.

SAE-020060 We could not complete this operation without a valid license on this device. Ensure that the iDRAC has a 
valid Enterprise or Express license, then try again.

SAE-020061 We could not toggle maintenance mode for these assets without their asset IDs in the payload. Update your 
payload to include the asset ID values, then try again.

SAE-020062 We could not toggle maintenance mode for these assets because the asset IDs in the request do not match. 
Update the asset IDs that correspond to these assets, then try again.

SAE-020063 Something went wrong. There was an issue with maintenance mode. Try using the maintenance mode input 
Manual and try again.

SAE-020064 We could not continue because the credential ID does not match the asset type, SubType, or Family. 
Update your credential ID, then try again.

SAE-020065 We could not complete this request without a credential ID. Provide a credential ID, then try again.

SAE-020066 We could not complete this operation. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020067 We could not complete this operation because the asset Type or subtype or family does not match what is 
in its credential account.

SAE-020068 We could not validate this device. Sometimes this is due to incorrect credentials, so check your entries, 
then try again.

SAE-020069 We could not get the device models because of an error. Try again later.

SAE-020070 We could not get the device models from our servers. Try again later.

SAE-020071 We could not get the device models because of an error. Try again later.

SAE-020072 We could not finish exporting this data. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020073 There was a problem while starting discovery. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020074 There was a problem discovering this device. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020075 We cannot determine whether we can monitor this device until the tasks it is running complete. Wait a 
while, then try again later.
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Table 8. Error codes (continued)

Error code Error message

SAE-020076 This profile name is too long to complete this request. Ensure that your profile name is between 0-50 
characters, then try again.

SAE-020077 We could not complete this request with a profile name that uses special characters. Ensure that your 
profile name only uses alphanumeric characters, then try again.

SAE-020078 A credential profile with this name exists. To continue, change the name of this profile.

SAE-020079 Something went wrong. We cannot find this credential account.

SAE-020080 We could not continue because of an issue with this credential profile. Ensure that there is only one account 
for each device category, then try again.

SAE-020081 We cannot modify the name of this credential profile.

SAE-020082 We could not continue because we are unable to find a credential profile with this ID. Enter a different ID, 
then try again.

SAE-020083 We could not complete this request with an empty or null credential profile ID. Enter a value for credential 
profile ID, then try again.

SAE-020084 We could not continue because we are unable to find a credential profile with this credential account. 
Ensure that you can find this credential account, then add it to a profile and try again.

SAE-020085 We could not continue because the Profile request payload is missing some mandatory parameters. Check 
the format of your request, then try again.

SAE-020086 Something went wrong because this profile has duplicate credential accounts.

SAE-020087 We cannot monitor this device with it is current configuration. Update your configuration on the device to 
allow monitoring, then try again.

SAE-020088 We cannot monitor this device since Dell OpenManage Server Administrator (OMSA) services are not 
running on this device. Start the OMSA services, then try again.

SAE-020089 We cannot monitor this device since Dell OpenManage Server Administrator (OMSA) services are not 
installed on this device. Install the OMSA services, then try again.

SAE-020090 We could not continue with this profile id. Update your values for profile ID, then try again.

SAE-020091 We could not continue because the credential profile name filter is invalid. Change the profile name, then 
try again.

SAE-020092 We cannot complete this operation because this credential profile is already in use.

SAE-020093 We could not continue because this credential profile does not have matching device credentials.

SAE-020094 We could not complete this request with an empty or null asset ID list. Provide the asset ID list, then try 
again.

SAE-020095 We cannot collect this asset because secure connect gateway is not enabled on this device. Enable secure 
connect gateway, then try again. You can contact Dell technical support if you need any assistance.

SAE-020096 We cannot discover this asset because it is a member of a Dell Peer Storage/EqualLogic.

SAE-020097 We cannot discover this asset because it is a member of Dell Peer Storage/EqualLogic.

SAE-020098 We cannot discover this asset because it is a Hostname or IP address of a Web-Scale Cluster VM.

SAE-020099 We cannot discover this asset because it is a Hostname or IP address of a Web-Scale Cluster VM.

SAE-020100 A group with this name exists. Change the name of this group, then try again.

SAE-020101 We could not continue because the asset IDs are invalid. Change the asset IDs, then try again.

SAE-020102 We could not continue because the group name in your request must be between 1-50 characters. Change 
the length of your group name, then try again.

SAE-020103 Something went wrong while creating the group. Try again.
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Table 8. Error codes (continued)

Error code Error message

SAE-020104 We could not continue because the group name is invalid. Change the group name, then try again. We could 
not continue because the group name cannot be Default or Staging. Also, the name must be between 1-50 
characters. Update your group name, then try again.

SAE-020105 We could not continue because the customer details are invalid. Update the customer details, then try 
again.

SAE-020106 We could not continue because the shipping details are invalid. Update the shipping details, then try again.

SAE-020107 Something went wrong while retrieving groups. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if 
needed.

SAE-020108 Something went wrong while retrieving these group details. Check if this group ID is valid, then try again. 
For more assistance, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-020109 Something went wrong while removing these group details. Check if this group ID is valid, then try again. 
For more assistance, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-020110 We could not retrieve all the assets in the group. Check if this group ID is valid, then try again. For more 
assistance, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-020111 Something went wrong while adding or removing assets from this group. Check if this group ID is valid, then 
try again. For more assistance, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-020112 Something went wrong while updating details for this group. Check if this group ID is valid, then try again. 
For more assistance, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-020115 We could not complete this request with empty or null shipping details. Before you try again, enter values 
for either your shipping details or opt-out of automated shipping for replacement parts.

SAE-020116 Something went wrong while deleting these associated assets. Try again.

SAE-020117 We could not update this group because one or more of the selected assets has an invalid ID. Check the 
selected asset IDs, then try again.

SAE-020118 We cannot continue without primary or secondary contact details. Add the contact information for both 
contacts, then try again.

SAE-020119 Automated parts shipping must be enabled to save shipping details.

SAE-020120 We cannot continue without an opt-in for automated parts replacement and contact details. Add the opt-in 
and details to your request, then try again.

SAE-020121 Something went wrong. Ensure that the description is between 0-255 characters, then try again.

SAE-020122 Something went wrong. Ensure that the account ID is between 0-50 characters, then try again.

SAE-020123 The Default group cannot be deleted.

SAE-020124 The Default group is required and cannot be updated.

SAE-020125 We could not continue because this group includes no assets. Add some devices to the group, then try 
again.

SAE-020151 This gateway does not support automatic SNMP configuration for this device type, so make sure it’s 
manually configured. For detailed instructions, refer to Configure SNMP v3 settings section of Secure 
Connect Gateway User’s Guide. Similarly, make the required configuration changes to enable the gateway 
to monitor REST based events from this device. For detailed instructions, refer to Configure RESTCONF 
API section of Dell SmartFabric OS10 User Guide.

SAE-020160 Something went wrong. Please try again, then contact Dell Technical Support if needed. Check your remote 
credentials payload details, then try again. If the problem persists, contact your secure connect gateway 
administrator for help.

SAE-020161 We could not complete a request with this value for Vault Name. Make sure that your value for paraPhrase 
is between 0-256 characters, then try again.

SAE-020162 We could not complete a request with this value for Vault Host Name. Make sure that your value for 
paraPhrase is between 0-256 characters, then try again.
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Error code Error message

SAE-020163 We could not complete a request with this value for Vault Auth Name. Make sure that your value for 
paraPhrase is between 0-256 characters, then try again.

SAE-020164 We could not complete a request with this value for Vault Org Name. Make sure that your value for 
paraPhrase is between 0-256 characters, then try again.

SAE-020165 We could not complete a request with this value for Client Login Name. Make sure that your value for 
paraPhrase is between 0-256 characters, then try again.

SAE-020166 We could not complete a request with this value for Vault API Key. Make sure that your value for 
paraPhrase is between 0-256 characters, then try again.

SAE-020167 A credential vault name with this name already exists. To continue, change the name of this vault and try 
again.

SAE-020168 Selected operation failed as remote vault gave an error while connecting, Please verify the vault details and 
try again, contact Dell Technical support if the problem persist.

SAE-020169 Selected operation failed as remote vault gave authentication error while connecting, Please verify API Key 
and try again, contact Dell Technical support if the problem persist.

SAE-020170 We could not continue with this remote vault name filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020171 We could not continue with this remote vault host name filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020172 We could not continue with this remote vault status filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020173 We could not continue with this remote vault last updated time filter. Change the filter value, then try 
again.

SAE-020174 We could not complete a request due to vault name carrying non allowed characters. Check the secure 
connect gateway documentation for more details about APIs.

SAE-020175 We could not complete a request due to vault auth name carrying non allowed characters. Check the secure 
connect gateway documentation for more details about APIs.

SAE-020176 We could not complete a request due to vault org name carrying non allowed characters. Check the secure 
connect gateway documentation for more details about APIs.

SAE-020177 We could not complete a request due to vault API Key carrying non allowed characters. Check the secure 
connect gateway documentation for more details about APIs.

SAE-020178 We could not complete a request due to incorrect remote credential vault ID. Check your remote credential 
vault ID, then try again.

SAE-020179 We couldn't delete this credential vault, because it's being used elsewhere. Remove any associations to this 
account, then try again.

SAE-020180 We couldn't retrieve credentials from your vault. Make sure that your vault details are correct, then try 
again. If this doesn't work, contact Dell Technical support.

SAE-020181 We couldn't retrieve credentials from your vault. Enter a new Vault API Key, then try again. If this doesn't 
work, contact Dell Technical support.

SAE-020182 We couldn't connect to your vault server. Check the connection, then try again. If this doesn't work, 
contact Dell Technical support.

SAE-020183 We couldn't connect to your vault server. Check the connection, then try again. If this doesn't work, 
contact Dell Technical support.

SAE-020184 Operation failed. Update your port details, then try again. If the issue remains, contact Dell Support.

SAE-020185 Operation failed. Remove any invalid characters from your port details, then try again. If the issue remains, 
contact Dell Support.

SAE-020209 We could not complete this request with an empty or null primary contact. Enter a value for primary 
contact, then try again.
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SAE-020211 We could not complete this request with an empty or null shipping primary contact. Enter a value for 
shipping primary contact, then try again.

SAE-020212 We could not complete this request with an empty or null shipping secondary contact. Enter a value for 
shipping secondary contact, then try again.

SAE-020214 We cannot check the monitoring status of this device. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if 
needed.

SAE-020215 We cannot configure the SNMP settings for this device because the SNMP or Net-SNMP services are not 
installed.

SAE-020216 We cannot monitor this device because the SNMP service is not running on it.

SAE-020217 We cannot monitor this device because it does not have an SNMP trap destination configured. Configure 
the SNMP settings for this device, then try again. If this does not help, contact your secure connect 
gateway's administrator for assistance.

SAE-020218 We cannot determine whether we can monitor this device. Ensure that the assigned credentials have 
superuser privileges, that the device has the expected IP address and have networking sharing turned on.

SAE-020219 We cannot check the monitoring status of this device as we did not receive the SNMP test trap. Configure 
the SNMP settings for this device, then try again. If this does not help, contact your secure connect 
gateway administrator for assistance.

SAE-020220 We cannot check the monitoring status of this device. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support 
if needed. Configure the SNMP settings for this device, then try again. If this does not help, contact your 
secure connect gateway administrator for assistance.

SAE-020221 We verify this device's monitoring status once SNMP configuration has completed.

SAE-020240 We could not configure the SNMP for this device. Try to configure the SNMP settings through Configure 
SNMP or manually configure the SNMP settings. If the problem persists, contact your secure connect 
gateway administrator for assistance.

SAE-020241 We could not update the details for this asset in the database. Try again and if the issue remains, contact 
your secure connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020242 We could not configure the SNMP for this device. Try again and if the issue remains, contact your secure 
connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020243 We could not configure the SNMP on this device. Check your permissions for this device, then try again. If 
the issue remains, contact your secure connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020244 We could not complete the SNMP flow on this device since we could not locate the wget package. Try 
again and if the issue remains, contact your secure connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020245 We could not complete the Linux SNMP flow since we could not locate the net-SNMP package. Try again 
and if the issue remains, contact your secure connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020246 We could not get the FQDN or IP of the localhost. Try again and if the issue remains, contact your secure 
connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020247 We could not configure the SNMP on this device. The SNMP service is not installed on the target machine. 
Install the service, then try again.

SAE-020248 We could not configure the SNMP for this device. The SNMP service is not running on the target machine. 
Restart the service, then try again.

SAE-020249 We could not configure the SNMP for this device. Try again and if the issue remains, contact your secure 
connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020250 We could not get details for this asset from the database. Try again and if the issue remains, contact your 
secure connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020251 Something went wrong on this device. We get more details soon, but if you want to know more information 
before then, start an inventory validation for this device.
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SAE-020252 We could not finish the Localhost asset migration without credentials. Update your credentials for this 
asset, then try again. If needed, contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-020253 We couldn't find the Redfish subscription for this device because it's been manually removed from iDRAC.

SAE-020254 We couldn't remove the Redfish subscription for this device due to a connection issue. Try removing it 
manually from iDRAC.

SAE-020301 We could not continue with this value for offset. Change the offset value to a valid number, and try again.

SAE-020302 We could not continue with this value for limit. Change the limit value to a valid number, and try again.

SAE-020303 We could not continue with this value for index. Change the index value to a valid number, and try again.

SAE-020304 We could not continue with this device type filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020305 We could not continue with this sort by filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020306 We could not continue with this order by filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020307 We could not continue with this service tag filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020308 We could not continue with this IP address filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020309 We could not continue with this state filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020310 The inventory global property was not initialized properly during the deployment of the Inventory Domain 
Service.

SAE-020311 We could not reinitialize the Inventory Global with this request. Reformat your request, then try again.

SAE-020312 We could not continue because the limit value is too high. Reduce the limit value, then try again.

SAE-020313 We could not continue with this maintenance mode filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020314 We could not continue with this asset sub type filter. Change the filter, then try again.

SAE-020315 We could not continue with this value for the asset family type filter. Change the filter value, then try again.

SAE-020316 We could not complete this operation because we could not find this filter type. Change your filter type 
value, then try again.

SAE-020317 We could not complete this operation because we could not find this asset family type filter type. Change 
your filter value, then try again.

SAE-020318 We could not complete this operation because we could not find this group description param. Change your 
value for this group description, then try again.

SAE-020319 We could not continue with this value for the total group count filter. Change the value, then try again.

SAE-020400 We could not complete this operation because of a connection issue. Check your network connection, then 
try again.

SAE-020401 We could not complete discovery because of a connection issue. Before you try again, check that all 
required ports are open on devices, and that these devices are supported by the secure connect gateway. 
Learn more in the secure connect gateway user guide and secure connect gateway Support Matrix at 
dell.com/serviceabilitytools.

SAE-020402 We could not complete this operation because the connection timed out. Check your connection to the 
device, then try again.

SAE-020403 We could not complete this operation because of a connection with to the device. Check your connection 
to the device, then try again.

SAE-020404 We could not complete this operation because the connection to the device timed out. Check your 
connection to the device, then try again.

SAE-020405 We could not complete this operation because the username and password are not correct. Update your 
login credentials to an account with superuser privileges, then try again. If the issue persists, contact your 
secure connect gateway admin for help.
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SAE-020406 We could not complete this operation because a required service is disabled. Check if necessary services 
are running on your device, then try again. Read more about these services in the secure connect gateway 
user's guide at dell.com/serviceabilitytools.

SAE-020407 We could not finish discovery because we came across an unsupported device. Remove this device from 
the discovery criteria, then try again. Read the list of supported devices in the secure connect gateway 
Support Matrix at dell.com/serviceabilitytools.

SAE-020408 We could not stay connected to this device. Check your connection to the device and try again.

SAE-020409 We could not complete discovery without enabling a password. Add enable password to your request, then 
try again.

SAE-020410 We could not complete this operation because our connection to the device was closed. Check your 
connection, then try again.

SAE-020411 We could not complete discovery because of an access issue. Change these credentials to ones with 
superuser privileges, then try again.

SAE-020412 We could not complete the task because the device encryption level is higher what is allowed or supported.

SAE-020413 We could not complete the task because the credentials for this asset are missing or incorrect. Check your 
credential details, then try again.

SAE-020414 We could not complete the task because the optional protocol credentials for this asset are missing or 
incorrect.

SAE-020415 We could not complete this operation because of a connection issue with the device. Check the port 
configuration on the device, then try again.

SAE-020416 We could not finish discovery because the device and its type do not match. Review details and change the 
device type, then try again.

SAE-020417 We could not complete the task because the asset type information is missing.

SAE-020418 We could not finish discovery because we came across an unsupported device. Refer to the list of 
supported devices in the secure connect gateway Support Matrix at dell.com/serviceabilitytools. Remove 
unsupported devices from the discovery criteria, then try again.

SAE-020419 We could not communicate with this asset because we lost access to one or more resources. Try again 
later, then Contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020420 We could not connect to this device. Confirm connection and proxy details, then try again.

SAE-020421 We could not reach this asset. Check your connection, then try again.

SAE-020422 We could not connect to this asset. Ensure that the asset is connected, then try again.

SAE-020423 We could not find a configuration for this asset. Ensure that it is configured correctly, then try again.

SAE-020424 We cannot contact this device because its encryption level is 256 bit or higher. Ensure that the device 
security and encryption settings are correct, then try again.

SAE-020425 We finished collecting telemetry from this device, but there are warnings.

SAE-020426 We could not perform the operation for this device because either it has invalid certificate or device 
hostname does not matches with the common name of the device certificate. Ensure that your device 
certificate is valid and device hostname matches with the common name of the device certificate if CN 
check is enabled. If the problem persists, you can contact Dell technical support.

SAE-020427 Something went wrong because this device is not supported.

SAE-020428 Something went wrong while parsing the certificate. Try to upload again with valid device certificate, If the 
problem persists then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020429 We could not complete this request with an empty or null device certificate. Upload device certificate, then 
try again.
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SAE-020430 We could not complete this task because of an unsupported criteria in the selected rule. Check your rule ID 
or details of that rule and try again.

SAE-020431 We could not continue because an asset discovery rule is already in process. Wait some time, then try again 
later.

SAE-020432 The rule ID provided could not be found.

SAE-020433 We could not delete this discovery rule because of an error. Try again later.

SAE-020435 We could not continue because we could not connect to the device. Check your connection to the device, 
then try again.

SAE-020436 We could not save or update the discovery rule. Some of the IP addresses or hostnames are entered in an 
invalid format. Check the entries, then try again.

SAE-020437 We could not save or update the discovery rule. This device list exceeds the maximum of 5000 allowed 
devices.

SAE-020438 We could not save or update the discovery rule because the date and time to trigger the recurring rule is 
missing. Provide the details, then try again.

SAE-020439 We could not save or update the discovery rule because the number of IP ranges are more than 5.

SAE-020440 We could not save or update the discovery rule because the subnet mask is missing. Provide subnet mask 
details, then try again.

SAE-020441 We could not save or update the discovery rule because some of the IP range details are invalid. Confirm 
details for each IP range provided, then try again.

SAE-020442 We could not save or update the discovery rule because the IP range values are required. Enter values for 
IP range, then try again.

SAE-020443 We could not save or update the discovery rule because a rule name and credential profile are required. 
Enter values for each, then try again.

SAE-020444 The current operation timed out on this device. Wait a while, then try again later. If this does not fix the 
issue, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-020445 Something went wrong. Try again, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020446 Something went wrong while OTB monitoring. Try again, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020448 Something went wrong while OTB monitoring. Try again, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020449 We could not update the discovery rule because there is another rule already performing discovery on this 
device.

SAE-020450 We encountered an issue during discovery and could not find any devices. Try again later.

SAE-020451 We could not retrieve any related discovery rules because of an invalid rule name filter. Update your value 
for this filter and try again.

SAE-020452 We could not retrieve any related discovery rules because of an invalid rule status filter. Update your value 
for this filter and try again.

SAE-020453 We could not complete this request with this payload. Update your request payload to the proper format, 
then try again.

SAE-020454 We could not continue because a rule with this name exists. Change this rule name, then try again.

SAE-020455 We could not update the discovery rule because a device list is required. Add values to the device list, then 
try again.

SAE-020456 We could not complete this request as the asset ID is either null, empty, or invalid. Provide the valid asset 
ID and try again.

SAE-020457 We could not complete this request as the request body that is passed for enable monitoring is either 
empty or invalid. Please check the payload, then try again.
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SAE-020458 We could not get details because of an invalid asset model filter. Update your value for this filter and try 
again.

SAE-020459 We could not get details because of an invalid asset status filter. Update your value for this filter and try 
again.

SAE-020460 We could not configure the SNMP for this device. Check your connection to the device, then try again.

SAE-020461 We could not configure the SNMP for this device. Check your connection to the device, then try again.

SAE-020462 We could not configure the SNMP on this device because of an invalid trap destination. Try again and if the 
issue remains, contact your secure connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020463 We could not configure the SNMP for this device on because of an issue with a WMI Command. Try again 
and if the issue remains, contact your secure connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020464 We could not configure the SNMP for this device. Run the script again until the exit code response is 
something other than "0." If the issue persists, contact your secure connect gateway Administrator for 
help.

SAE-020465 We could not continue Clear SEL operation on this asset. Contact your secure connect gateway 
Administrator for more information.

SAE-020466 We could not continue because this asset does not support SNMP. Contact your secure connect gateway 
Administrator for more information.

SAE-020467 We could not get details because of an invalid asset added filter. Update your value for this filter and try 
again.

SAE-020468 We could not get details because of an invalid asset group filter. Update your value for this filter and try 
again.

SAE-020470 We could not complete this request because the name is an invalid length. Ensure that the name is between 
0-100 characters, then try again.

SAE-020495 Operation failed. Check the ServiceTag or SerialNumber, then try again. If the issue remains, contact Dell 
Support.

SAE-020496 Operation failed. Check the model details, then try again. If the issue remains, contact Dell Support.

SAE-020497 Operation failed. Check the protocol details, then try again. If the issue remains, contact Dell Support.

SAE-020498 Operation failed. Check the suffix details, then try again. If the issue remains, contact Dell Support.

SAE-020499 Operation failed. Check your model details, then try again. If the issue remains, contact Dell Support.

SAE-020500 Operation failed. Update the value in the username identifier field, then try again. If the issue remains, 
contact Dell Support. Check the secure connect gateway documentation for more details about APIs.

SAE-020501 Operation failed. Update the value in the passphrase identifier field, then try again. If the issue remains, 
contact Dell Support. Check the secure connect gateway documentation for more details about APIs.

SAE-020502 Operation failed. Update the value in the enable passphrase identifier field, then try again. Check the secure 
connect gateway documentation for more details about APIs.

SAE-020503 Operation failed. Update the value in the community string field, then try again. If the issue remains, 
contact Dell Support. Check the secure connect gateway documentation for more details about APIs.

SAE-020504 Operation failed. Update the value in the certificate field, then try again. If the issue remains, contact Dell 
Support. Check the secure connect gateway documentation for more details about APIs.

SAE-020505 We could not complete the discovery because WMI authorization failed. Make sure the credential used to 
authenticate is correct, then try again. If the issue persists, then contact Dell Technologies support for 
assistance.

SAE-020506 Invalid credential Id.

SAE-020507 SNMP or Redfish listener service has been disabled. Go to Settings > Alert deliver settings and enable it to 
add servers and networking devices.
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SAE-020508 SCG requires TLS version 1.2 or higher for secure communication. Try again after upgrading your device's 
TLS protocols.

SAE-020601 We could not complete this request with an empty request payload. Enter a payload for your request, then 
try again. Check the format of request payload and its values, then try again.

SAE-020602 Something went wrong because the request query parameters are invalid. Check the format of request 
payload and its values, then try again.

SAE-020603 Something went wrong while parsing the request query parameter. Check the format of request payload 
and its values, then try again.

SAE-020604 Something went wrong. Try again later, then contact Dell technical support if needed.

SAE-020605 We could not complete the request as there is an issue with the request payload. Please check the request 
payload, correct the issues and try again later.

SAE-020609 We cannot complete the request as the search text has length of fewer than three characters.

SAE-020701 We could not configure the SNMP for this device because of an issue with its trap destination. Try again, 
and if needed, contact your gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020702 We could not configure the SNMP for this device because it is missing an integrated Dell Remote Access 
Controller (iDRAC) license. Ensure that the iDRAC has an Enterprise or Express license installed, then 
configure the SNMP settings again by selecting tasks, then Configure SNMP. Once your iDRAC license is 
installed, try again, and if needed, contact your gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020703 We could not configure the SNMP for this device because of an issue while sending test trap alerts. Try 
again, and if needed, contact your gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020704 We could not configure the SNMP for this device because there are not any available fields in its integrated 
Dell Remote Access Controller (iDRAC). You can manually configure the SNMP settings for this device by 
following instructions in the gateway's User Guide. Once in the guide, find the \"Manually configuring the 
alert destination of an iDRAC using the web interface\" section.

SAE-020705 We could not configure the SNMP for this device because of an issue with a WSMAN command. Try again, 
and if needed, contact your gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020706 We could not configure the SNMP for this device with these invalid credentials. Check and update your 
credentials, then try to configure the SNMP settings through the select tasks->Configure SNMP. Then, try 
again and if the issue remains, contact your secure connect gateway Administrator for help.

SAE-020707 We could not configure the SNMP for this device because of insufficient privileges for this user account. 
You can manually configure the SNMP settings for this device by following instructions in the gateway's 
User Guide. Once in the guide, find the \"Manually configuring the alert destination of an iDRAC using the 
web interface\" section.

SAE-020708 We could not configure the SNMP for this device because the WMI service is disabled. You can manually 
configure the SNMP settings for this device by following instructions in the gateway's User Guide. Once 
in the guide, find the \"Manually configuring the alert destination of an iDRAC using the web interface\" 
section.

SAE-021401 We couldn't make the gNMI connection to this device. Please try again after ensuring the network 
connection to this device is working and internet speed is good. If the issue persists, contact your Gateway 
Administrator.

SAE-021402 The gNMI connection to this device is not authorized. Try again after making sure you have the required 
privileges. If the issue persists, check the troubleshooting guide or contact your Gateway Administrator.

SAE-021403 The device credentials are invalid. Review the credentials and try again.

SAE-021404 We couldn't make the gNMI connection to this device. Please try again. If the issue persists, contact your 
Gateway Administrator.

SAE-021405 We couldn't configure the Alert for this device. Try again later and if the issue remains, contact your 
gateway Administrator for help
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SAE-021406 The monitoring test is in progress. Try again after some time. If the condition persists, please try 
reconfiguring the alert and event settings.

SAE-021407 The configuration is not enabled for this device. Try again after enabling the configuration for alert and 
event settings.

SAE-030001 Operation failed. The gateway encountered an internal error and could not perform this operation.

SAE-030002 Collection failed. The gateway could not attempt to collect this telemetry due to insufficient disk space.

SAE-030003 Operation failed. This query failed to run in the database. Try again later.

SAE-030004 Operation failed. These queries failed to run in the database. Try again later.

SAE-030005 Collection failed. This device is not available, so we cannot attempt to collect telemetry from it.

SAE-030006 Collection failed.

SAE-030007 Operation failed. The gateway could not update the status of this collection in the database.

SAE-030008 The gateway could not start this collection. The "purpose" field is required for multidevice collections, and 
the current value is either missing or invalid. Check your value, and try again.

SAE-030009 We are unable to run this collection. Move this device out of the Staging group, then try again.

SAE-030010 Collection failed. This device is not available, so we cannot attempt to collect telemetry from it.

SAE-030011 This device does not support collecting system telemetry.

SAE-030012 Operation failed. There are no associated records for this Job ID, so there is nothing to return. Check your 
Job ID values and try again.

SAE-030013 There are no in progress collections available to cancel for this device.

SAE-030014 No records were found matching your search criteria. Update your criteria and try again.

SAE-030015 Operation failed. The gateway could not update the result of this collection in the database.

SAE-030016 Operation failed. The gateway could not update the record of this collection in the database.

SAE-030017 Operation failed. The gateway could not update the device-specific record of this collection in the 
database.

SAE-030018 The gateway failed to cancel this collection of telemetry.

SAE-030019 Operation failed. The gateway could not locate a record for this collection.

SAE-030020 The gateway has successfully canceled this collection of telemetry.

SAE-030021 The gateway cannot attempt this operation without a collection age. Enter one, then try again.

SAE-030022 The gateway cannot attempt this operation without a valid collection age. Ensure the entry is not null, then 
try again.

SAE-030023 Operation failed. The start or end date is missing. Update the values, then try again.

SAE-030024 Operation failed. No matching records were found matching your search criteria. Update your criteria and 
try again.

SAE-030025 We encountered an issue retrieving your telemetry due to an internal database error. Try again later.

SAE-030026 Operation failed. The device ID is missing.

SAE-030027 Operation failed. The collection ID is missing.

SAE-030028 Operation failed. The gateway cannot reach the Discovery Service.

SAE-030029 Operation failed because we cannot retrieve the current customer registration details.

SAE-030030 Operation failed. The gateway cannot communicate with the Registration Service.

SAE-030031 Operation failed. The gateway cannot retrieve collection settings from application preferences.
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SAE-030032 Operation failed. The gateway cannot reach the Preferences Service.

SAE-030033 Operation failed. The gateway could not reach the Inventory Service.

SAE-030034 Operation failed. The gateway could not retrieve device details from the Inventory Service.

SAE-030035 Operation failed. The gateway could not retrieve collections using the collection ID.

SAE-030036 Operation failed. The gateway could not retrieve these outdated collections.

SAE-030037 Operation failed. The gateway cannot retrieve the device ID from the collection device map.

SAE-030038 Collection removal failed. The gateway could not delete these collections using their ID.

SAE-030039 Collection removal failed. The gateway could not delete the collections from their file system.

SAE-030040 Collection removal failed. The gateway could not delete the .zip files from the reports directory.

SAE-030041 Operation failed. The gateway could not retrieve the collection using the device ID.

SAE-030042 Operation failed. The gateway could not update the upload status of this collection in the database.

SAE-030043 Collection upload failed. This collection does not support uploading.

SAE-030044 Collection upload failed. The report size exceeds the maximum limit.

SAE-030045 Collection failed. The gateway encountered an error creating a record in the database.

SAE-030046 Collection failed. The gateway could not update the status of this record in the database.

SAE-030047 Collection failed. The gateway could not retrieve this record due to an internal database error. Try again 
later.

SAE-030048 Collection failed. The gateway could not delete this record due to an internal database error. Try again later.

SAE-030049 Collection upload failed. The gateway could not upload the collection results file to our servers.

SAE-030050 Collection upload failed. The gateway cannot check the collection upload status.

SAE-030051 Collection upload failed. The upload failed because of a server issue.

SAE-030052 Collection upload failed. The collection results upload timed out.

SAE-030053 Collection upload failed. The collection results file is unavailable.

SAE-030054 Collection upload failed. The gateway could not finish uploading the collection results.

SAE-030055 Collection upload failed. The gateway could not check the collection upload status.

SAE-030056 Collection upload failed. The collection report file is not available in our servers.

SAE-030057 Collection failed. The gateway cannot reach the Connectivity Service.

SAE-030058 Operation failed. The gateway cannot retrieve the collection attribute details for tree view.

SAE-030059 Operation failed. The gateway cannot retrieve the collection attribute details because the objectID is 
missing.

SAE-030060 Operation failed. No associated data was found for this collection.

SAE-030061 Operation failed. The gateway cannot retrieve the collection components for tree view.

SAE-030062 Operation failed. The gateway cannot retrieve the structured logs for tree view.

SAE-030063 Operation failed. The gateway cannot retrieve the structured logs because the objectID is missing.

SAE-030064 Unable to start a new collection because one is either in progress, or was run in the last 24 hours.

SAE-030065 We can start this alert-based collection.

SAE-030066 Collection failed. The gateway could not update the plug-in task ID in the database.

SAE-030067 Collection failed. The gateway could not update the collection progress in the database.
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SAE-030068 Collection failed. The gateway could not update the error code for device collection.

SAE-030069 Collection failed. The gateway could not complete an evidence collection.

SAE-030070 Operation failed. Invalid evidence collection request.

SAE-030071 The gateway could not retrieve the status from the periodic collection table.

SAE-030072 The gateway could not retrieve the start time for this periodic collection.

SAE-030073 The gateway could not retrieve the device collection status from the collection device map table.

SAE-030074 Operation failed. The gateway encountered an error updating the status of this collection in the database.

SAE-030075 A scheduled periodic collection is already in progress.

SAE-030076 The scheduled periodic collection has already run for this month.

SAE-030077 The gateway failed to delete the data from this periodic collection.

SAE-030078 The gateway failed to create a data entry from this periodic collection.

SAE-030079 Operation failed. The gateway could not retrieve the asset list from the Inventory Service.

SAE-030080 Collection failed. The gateway could not start this periodic collection.

SAE-030081 Collection failed. The gateway received a null status from the plug-in service.

SAE-030082 Collection failed. The gateway could not retrieve details on task progress for this collection.

SAE-030083 We cannot perform this operation because of an invalid date range. Your start date must be earlier than 
your end date.

SAE-030084 Operation failed. Invalid format for start or end dates. Update the values, then try again.

SAE-030085 The gateway cannot perform this operation because of an invalid collection type filter. Change your filter 
value, then try again.

SAE-030086 Operation failed. The device type filter is invalid. Update this filter's value, then try again.

SAE-030087 Operation failed. The collection purpose filter is invalid. Update this filter value, then try again.

SAE-030088 Operation failed. The collection status filter is invalid. Update this filter's value, then try again.

SAE-030089 Operation failed. The "sort by" parameter is invalid. Update this filter's value, then try again.

SAE-030090 Operation failed. The "order by" parameter is invalid. Update this filter's value, then try again.

SAE-030091 Operation failed. The service tag value is invalid. Change the service tag, then try again.

SAE-030092 Operation failed. The hostname or IP address is invalid. Change these values, then try again.

SAE-030093 Operation failed. Invalid limit parameter. Change this parameter, then try again.

SAE-030094 Operation failed. Invalid offset parameter. Change this parameter, then try again.

SAE-030095 Operation failed. Invalid index parameter. Change your parameter, then try again.

SAE-030096 Operation failed. The gateway could not interact with the Case Domain Service.

SAE-030097 Operation failed. The gateway could not transfer the collection file to MFT.

SAE-030098 Operation failed. The gateway could not retrieve the jobID from the periodic collection table.

SAE-030099 Operation failed. The gateway could not retrieve assetIDs from the periodic collection table.

SAE-030101 The upload of collected telemetry data has not started.

SAE-030102 Uploading telemetry data.

SAE-030103 The report for collected telemetry has been updated.

SAE-030104 Operation failed. The gateway could not reach a required server upload the file.
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SAE-030105 Operation failed. The gateway could not reach a required server to check the status of the uploaded file.

SAE-030106 Error parsing the certificate.

SAE-030107 The device certificate is required and cannot be null or empty.

SAE-030199 The gateway is collecting telemetry from this device.

SAE-030200 An upgrade is in progress. Try again once it is done.

SAE-030201 Upload failed. An upgrade is in progress. Try again once it is done.

SAE-030300 A scheduled data analytics collection is already in progress. Try again once it is done.

SAE-030301 Operation failed. The column filter parameter is invalid.

SAE-030302 We cannot run this operation because no assets can run frequent collections.

SAE-030303 Unable to start data analytics collection. There was an unexpected error.

SAE-030304 Unable to start data analytics collection. The gateway could not retrieve assets by property.

SAE-030400 The gateway could not start this download. This file is not available.

SAE-030401 The gateway could not start this download. This file type is not supported.

SAE-030402 The gateway could not start this download. A file detail parameter is required to download this file. Enter 
one, then retry this request.

SAE-030500 Collection failed. This device is not reachable. Check that you can reach this device from the gateway. If 
you can access this device, then you can retry the collection by selecting this device, and clicking Start 
Collection.

SAE-030501 Collection failed. This device has an invalid IP address. To try again, update the IP address for this device in 
the gateway, then select "Device" and "Start collection."

SAE-030502 Collection failed. This device is not reachable. Check that you can reach this device from the gateway. If 
you can access this device, then you can retry the collection by selecting this device, and clicking Start 
Collection.

SAE-030503 Collection failed. This device has an invalid IP address. To try again, update the IP address for this device in 
the gateway, then select "Device" and "Start collection."

SAE-030504 Collection failed. The gateway could not download a certificate file from this device. Check your firewall and 
network settings and ensure that you are able to download certificate files. Try again by selecting "Device" 
and then "Start collection."

SAE-030505 The gateway cannot gather telemetry from this device because the SSL encryption level of the device is 
set to 256 bits or higher.

SAE-030507 The gateway cannot gather some telemetry from this device. The view the list of sections that may have 
incomplete information, download the collection file and click the Section Status tab.

SAE-030508 The gateway cannot collect all telemetry data from this device since the collection process exceeded the 
time limit. Try again by selecting this device, and clicking Start Collection. If the problem persists, Contact 
Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-030509 The gateway has successfully collected all telemetry from this device.

SAE-030510 Unknown error. The gateway could not package telemetry from this device. Try again by selecting this 
device, and clicking Start Collection. If the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-030511 Collection error. The gateway could not collect telemetry from this device because of an unknown error. 
Try again by selecting this device, and clicking Start Collection. If the problem persists, Contact Dell 
technical support for assistance.

SAE-030512 Connection error. The gateway could not connect to the device. Check your login credentials for the device 
in the gateway, and that their associated user has admin or elevated privileges on the device.
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SAE-030513 Connection error. The gateway could not connect to the device. Check your login credentials for the device 
in the gateway, and that their associated user has admin or elevated privileges on the device. Try again by 
selecting this device, and clicking Start Collection. If the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support 
for assistance.

SAE-030514 Collection failed. This device either has incorrect credentials, or restricted privileges. Check the login and 
password for this device in the gateway and ensure that the user account has admin/root privileges for the 
device. To try and collect this telemetry again, select "Device" and then "Start collection."

SAE-030515 Connection error. The gateway could not connect to the device. Check your login credentials for the device 
in the gateway, and that their associated user has admin or elevated privileges on the device. Try again by 
selecting this device, and clicking Start Collection. If the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support 
for assistance.

SAE-030518 Connection error. The gateway could not connect to the device. Check your login credentials for the device 
in the gateway, and that their associated user has admin or elevated privileges on the device. Try again by 
selecting this device, and clicking Start Collection. If the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support 
for assistance.

SAE-030520 Connection error. The gateway could not connect to the device. Check your login credentials for the device 
in the gateway, and that their associated user has admin or elevated privileges on the device. Try again by 
selecting this device, and clicking Start Collection. If the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support 
for assistance.

SAE-030521 Connection error. The gateway could not connect to the device. Check that the SSH service is running 
on the device. Retry your telemetry collection by selecting this device, and clicking Start Collection. If the 
problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-030522 Collection failed. We could not reach the device. Check the login and password for this device in the 
gateway and ensure that the user account has admin/root privileges for the device. To try and collect this 
telemetry again, select "Device" and then "Start collection."

SAE-030523 Collection failed. The gateway could not validate the SSH host key validation.

SAE-030524 Collection failed. The optional credentials of the device are not present. Update your device credentials, 
then rerun the collection by selecting this device and clicking "Start Collection."

SAE-030525 Collection failed. The gateway could not retrieve telemetry from this device because of a bad request.

SAE-030526 Collection failed. The gateway could not connect to this device because the required ports are not open.

SAE-030527 Collection failed. Device identification failed.

SAE-030528 Collection failed. This type that is chosen for this device is incorrect. Update the device type, then rerun 
the collection by selecting this device and clicking "Start Collection."

SAE-030529 Collection failed. This type for this device is null or missing. Update the device type, then rerun the 
collection by selecting this device and clicking "Start Collection."

SAE-030530 Collection failed. This type of device does not support collection of telemetry. Update the device type, then 
rerun the collection by selecting this device and clicking "Start Collection."

SAE-030531 Collection failed. The gateway could not find the request URI.

SAE-030532 Collection failed. The gateway requires proxy authentication to reach this device. Check your proxy details 
for this device, then rerun the collection by selecting this device and clicking "Start Collection."

SAE-030533 Collection failed. The gateway could not retrieve telemetry from this device because of a bad request.

SAE-030534 Collection failed. The gateway could not retrieve telemetry from one or more devices. For more information 
about the failure, download the collection file and click the Section Status tab.

SAE-060001 We could not retrieve your preferences data right now. Refresh the page, then Contact Dell technical 
Support if the problem persists.

SAE-060002 We could not update your preferences data right now. Refresh the page, then Contact Dell technical 
Support if the problem persists.
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SAE-060003 No response that is received from Database during fetching preferences settings. Retry the operation and if 
the problem persists, Contact Dell technical Support for assistance.

SAE-060004 Unable to edit preferences key settings due to an unknown error. Retry the operation after some time and if 
the problem persists, Contact Dell technical Support for assistance.

SAE-060005 Invalid Email Language provided. Provide valid details and retry the operation.

SAE-060006 Preferences Request object is either null or not properly populated. Provide valid details for preferences 
information and retry the operation.

SAE-060007 Preferences Collection Request object is either null or not properly populated. Provide valid details for 
collection preferences information and retry the operation.

SAE-060008 Preferences Email Request object is either null or not properly populated. Provide valid details for email 
preferences information and retry the operation.

SAE-060009 We could not retrieve your collection settings right now. Refresh the page, then Contact Dell technical 
Support if the problem persists.

SAE-060010 We could not retrieve your email settings right now. Refresh the page, then Contact Dell technical Support 
if the problem persists.

SAE-060011 Preferences Key provided does not match any Preference parameters, or Specified value is not valid for 
provided preferences key settings.

SAE-060012 We could not retrieve your telemetry collection settings right now. Refresh the page, then Contact Dell 
technical Support if the problem persists.

SAE-060013 We could not retrieve your inventory schedule settings right now. Refresh the page, then Contact Dell 
technical Support if the problem persists.

SAE-060014 Unable to fetch Registration Service. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical 
Support for assistance.

SAE-060015 Invalid date range. Enter a date between 1-28 and try again.

SAE-060513 An unknown error occurred on Dell servers when updating connectivity status or deregistering. Retry the 
operation and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical Support for assistance.

SAE-060514 Unable to perform operation because of issues in Dell servers. Retry the operation and if the problem 
persists, Contact Dell technical Support for assistance.

SAE-060515 Unable to perform operation because of issues in certificate. Restart the service and retry the operation. If 
the problem persists, Contact Dell technical Support for assistance.

SAE-060516 We cannot update your settings because connectivity is disabled. Check that your plug-in is enabled, then 
try again. If the problem persists, Contact Dell technical Support.

SAE-060517 Unable to perform operation because of an unknown error. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, 
Contact Dell technical Support for assistance.

SAE-060518 Unable to perform operation because the certificate could not be deleted. Restart the service and retry the 
operation. If the problem persists, Contact Dell technical Support for assistance.

SAE-060519 Unable to reach secure connect gateway to Validate Request because connection could not be established 
with Dell servers. Check your connectivity and Request details and retry the operation. If the problem 
persists, Contact Dell technical Support for assistance.

SAE-060520 An unknown error occurred. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical Support 
for assistance.

SAE-060521 SAS internal error..

SAE-060522 Either request that is timed out or connection was unsuccessful because of network issue.

SAE-060523 Device key is not properly populated.

SAE-060524 Model name is not properly populated.
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SAE-060525 Serial number is not populated properly.

SAE-060526 OperationType is either null or not properly populated.

SAE-060527 RequestType is not properly populated.

SAE-060528 RequestURL is not properly populated.

SAE-060529 Operation Type is not populated properly.

SAE-060530 Authentication Token type is not populated properly.

SAE-060531 Request Object is either null or not properly populated.

SAE-060532 Cause in Response Object from SRS is null.

SAE-060533 Response Object from SRS is null.

SAE-060534 Change Connectivity Status is not properly populated or empty.

SAE-060535 Timed out while serving request.

SAE-060536 Environment details are not properly populated.

SAE-060537 We could not reach ConnectHome. Try again later, then if the issue remains, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-060538 We could not reach ConnectHome through MFT. Try again later, then if the issue remains, contact Dell 
technical support.

SAE-060539 We could not reach ConnectHome through ESRS. Try again later, then if the issue remains, contact Dell 
technical support.

SAE-060540 We could not reach ConnectHome through FTPS. Try again later, then if the issue remains, contact Dell 
technical support.

SAE-060541 We could not reach ConnectHome using email. Try again later, then if the issue remains, contact Dell 
technical support.

SAE-060542 Something went wrong. We could not save your permission details. Try again later, then if the issue 
remains, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-060543 Something went wrong. We could not save your configuration details. Try again later, then if the issue 
remains, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-060544 Something went wrong. Try again later, then if the issue remains, contact Dell technical support.

SAE-060545 We couldn't upload this file because it's not a supported certificate type. Select files with the 
{ExtensionTypes} extensions and try again.

SAE-060546 We couldn't use this certificate because it's either expired or invalid. Upload a new certificate and try again.

SAE-060547 We couldn't continue because of an issue with the KEY file. Make sure that you have uploaded the file that 
matches with your certificate and try again.

SAE-060548 We couldn't continue because of an issue with the passphrase. Make sure that you've entered the 
passphrase used to generate the certificate that you uploaded, then try again.

SAE-060549 We couldn't upload this file because it's not having required certificate chain part of the file. Upload the 
certificate with proper certificate chain bundled.

SAE-060550 We couldn't continue because of an issue with the passphrase. Make sure that you've entered the 
passphrase used to generate the certificate or key file that you uploaded, then try again.

SAE-070000 Your request has an invalid attributes name entry. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure 
connect gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070001 Your request has an invalid offset entry. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure connect 
gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070002 Your request has an invalid limit. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure connect gateway 
user guide for more details on APIs.
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SAE-070003 Your request has an invalid index value. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure connect 
gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070004 Your request has an invalid sort query. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure connect 
gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070005 Your request has an invalid order query. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure connect 
gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070006 Your request has an invalid device type. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure connect 
gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070007 Your request has an invalid event source. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure connect 
gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070008 Your request has an invalid service contract. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure 
connect gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070009 Your request has an invalid Service Tag. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure connect 
gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070010 Your request has an invalid service request number. Check your values and try again. You can read the 
secure connect gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070011 Your request has an invalid service request status. Check your values and try again. You can read the 
secure connect gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070012 Your request has an invalid hostname/ip address. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure 
connect gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070013 Your request has an invalid attributes name. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure 
connect gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070014 Your request has an invalid service request title. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure 
connect gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070015 Your request had some invalid inputs. Check your values and try again. You can read the secure connect 
gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070016 Your request included an invalid service request operation. Check your values and try again. You can read 
the secure connect gateway user guide for more details on APIs.

SAE-070017 Remove any invalid characters in the notes section. For more information about APIs, check the secure 
connect gateway user guide.

SAE-070101 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070102 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070103 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070104 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070105 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070106 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070107 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070108 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070109 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070110 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070111 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070112 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070113 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.
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SAE-070114 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070115 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070116 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070153 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070154 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070155 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070156 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070157 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070158 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070201 Enter a valid Operation Type to continue. For more information about APIs, check the secure connect 
gateway user guide.

SAE-070202 Enter a valid service request ID to continue. For more information about APIs, check the secure connect 
gateway user guide.

SAE-070203 You have reached the max character limit of 7500. Remove some characters to continue.

SAE-070204 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-070205 This action is not available for a service request with this status. Refresh the service request to see its 
status.

SAE-070207 This action is not available on a closed service request.

SAE-070208 We encountered a connection issue. Check your Internet connection and proxy settings, then try again. If 
this does not fix the issue, Contact Dell technical Support.

SAE-070209 This action is not allowed on a dummy service request.

SAE-070214 We have encountered an unexpected error. Wait and then try again later.

SAE-070301 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070302 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070303 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070304 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070305 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070306 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070307 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070308 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070309 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070310 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070311 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070312 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070313 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070314 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070315 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070316 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.
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SAE-070317 Your request timed out. Either the server is not reachable, or there is an issue with your connection. Please 
check your connection and try again.

SAE-070400 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070401 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070402 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070403 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070404 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070405 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070406 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070407 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070408 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070500 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070501 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070502 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070503 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070504 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070505 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070506 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070507 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070508 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070509 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070510 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070511 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070512 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070513 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070514 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-070515 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again or contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-071001 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-071002 We have encountered an unexpected error. Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-071003 Success

SAE-071004 Your request timed out before it could complete. Try again.

SAE-071005 Few of the service requests could not be fetched successfully.

SAE-074002 Alert that is received from inactive or staging device. Move this device back to an active state to reenable 
monitoring for it.

SAE-074003 We have encountered an error displaying this alert.

SAE-074005 We have encountered an error displaying this alert.

SAE-074006 We have encountered an error displaying this alert.
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SAE-074007 We have encountered an error displaying this alert. Disable maintained mode to avoid seeing this message 
again.

SAE-074008 This alert was not available because monitoring was disabled on this device.

SAE-074010 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074011 We have encountered an error that is related to maintenance mode. Turn off maintenance mode to avoid 
errors like this in the future.

SAE-074012 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074013 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074014 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074015 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074016 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074017 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074018 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074019 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074020 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074021 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074022 Service request status in progress

SAE-074023 Service request status in success

SAE-074024 We encountered a connection issue. Check your Internet connection and proxy settings, then try again. If 
this does not fix the issue, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-074025 We are unable to create a service request right now. Contact Dell technical support to manually create a 
service request for you.

SAE-074026 We are unable to create a service request right now. Contact Dell technical support to check the status of 
your service tag.

SAE-074027 We are unable to create a service request right now. Contact Dell technical support to manually create a 
service request for you.

SAE-074028 We are unable to create a service request right now. Contact Dell technical support to check the status of 
your service tag.

SAE-074029 We have encountered an error that is related to maintenance mode. Turn off maintenance mode to avoid 
errors like this in the future.

SAE-074600 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.

SAE-074601 We have encountered an unknown error. Try again after a few minutes, then contact Dell technical support 
if you are still encountering this issue.
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SAE-080000 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080001 Unable to get the requested resource.

SAE-080001 Resource Not Available!

SAE-080002 Tasks List should not be Empty.

SAE-080002 Authorization Header is missing!

SAE-080003 We could not continue with this authorization key. Enter a new key, then try again.

SAE-080004 Secret Key is missing in Header!

SAE-080005 Invalid Secret Key!

SAE-080006 Authorization Header is wrong!

SAE-080007 We could not read the authorization passphrase from the lockbox. Try again and if the problem remains, 
then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080008 Refresh Token is missing in Header!

SAE-080009 We could not get the authorization passphrase from lockbox. Try again and if the problem remains, then 
contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080010 Wrong refresh token!

SAE-080011 This session timed out. Refresh and try again.

SAE-080012 We cannot continue until registration has been completed. Register, then try again.

SAE-080013 We cannot continue without a refresh token. Enter a value for refresh token in your request, then try again.

SAE-080014 We cannot continue without a refresh token. Enter a value for refresh token in your request, then try again.

SAE-080015 We cannot continue without an access token. Enter a value for access token in your request, then try again.

SAE-080016 Something went wrong. Ensure that your key values are entered correctly in your request, then try again.

SAE-080017 Something went wrong. Ensure that your key values are entered correctly in your request, then try again.

SAE-080018 We cannot continue with this password. Ensure that your password does not have any invalid characters, 
then try again.

SAE-080019 Requested query params are invalid.

SAE-080020 We cannot continue without an auth provider name. Enter a name value in your lap save configuration, then 
try again.

SAE-080021 We cannot continue without a lap config. Enter a lap config in your request, then try again.

SAE-080022 We cannot continue without a user ID. Enter a value for user ID in your request, then try again.

SAE-080023 We cannot continue without a group ID. Enter a value for group ID in your request, then try again.

SAE-080100 We could not log in with these credentials. Enter a new username and password, then try again.

SAE-080101 There was an issue with these credentials. Enter a new login name and password, then try again.

SAE-080102 We could not use this user account. This account does not have the correct access, try again with another 
account.

SAE-080103 We cannot continue because this account is locked at the LDAP/ AD level. Check your OS configuration, 
then wait for your account to become unlocked and try again.

SAE-080104 Unable to retrieve user roles

SAE-080105 We cannot continue without a token. Enter a value for token, then try again.

SAE-080107 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080108 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.
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SAE-080109 Something went wrong. Update your URL and method values, then try again.

SAE-080110 APIs do not support the URL in your request. Change the URL, then try again.

SAE-080111 The URL in your request does not have the correct permissions. Try a different URL, then try again.

SAE-080112 Something went wrong. Update your URL and method values, then try again.

SAE-080113 These passwords do not match. Update each, then try again.

SAE-080114 This password has been used recently. Try a password that you have not used before, then try again.

SAE-080115 This password cannot be used as-is. Change the password to match the requirements, then try again.

SAE-080116 The current password is not correct. Re-enter your password and try again.

SAE-080117 We cannot continue because this account is blocked. Wait a while, then try again later.

SAE-080118 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080119 We cannot use this password because it is expired. Set a new password, then try again.

SAE-080120 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080121 We cannot use this value for password expiration. Update your expiration time to a valid integer, then try 
again.

SAE-080122 We cannot continue without a password. Set an admin password, then try again.

SAE-080123 Something went wrong with the EULA. Accept the EULA to continue.

SAE-080124 An admin password is not available to change. Set the password with this new value instead.

SAE-080125 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080126 We cannot continue because ApiUsageMode/AppMode/Registration status is not supported for requested 
url or user has not enabled API interfaces. You can read the secure connect gateway user guide for more 
details.

SAE-080151 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080152 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080153 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080154 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080155 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080250 We cannot continue because this user or its group does not have the right level of access. Try a different 
user, and if the problem persists, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080251 We could not find this user in the LDAP. Try a different user, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080252 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080253 We could not continue without an LDAP. Configure your LDAP, then try again.

SAE-080254 Ldap authentication failed

SAE-080255 We could not continue without an LDAP server. Configure your LDAP, then try again.

SAE-080256 Ldap user is not valid

SAE-080257 We could not continue with this LDAP configuration. Update your LDAP configuration, then try again.

SAE-080258 We could not find this LDAP group. Try a different LDAP group, then try again.

SAE-080259 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080260 We cannot continue without authentication details. Enter your domain authentication information, then try 
again.
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SAE-080275 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080276 Invalid User name

SAE-080277 Invalid password

SAE-080278 We could not continue with this LDAP configuration. Change your server type, then try again.

SAE-080279 We could not continue with this LDAP configuration. Change your server name, then try again.

SAE-080280 We could not continue with this LDAP configuration. Change your LDAP port, then try again.

SAE-080281 We could not continue with this LDAP configuration. Change your base dn, then try again.

SAE-080282 We could not continue with this LDAP configuration. Change your dnn, then try again.

SAE-080283 We could not continue with this LDAP configuration. Change your value for enable ssl, then try again.

SAE-080284 We could not continue with this group name. Change your group name, then try again.

SAE-080285 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080286 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080287 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080288 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080289 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080290 We could not continue with this ID. Change your ID, then try again.

SAE-080291 We could not continue with this domain name. Change your domain name, then try again.

SAE-080292 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080293 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080294 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080295 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080296 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080297 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080299 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-080525 Something went wrong. Try again and if the problem remains, then contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-086001 Something went wrong while getting your session information. We could not use the current pagination 
value.

SAE-086002 Something went wrong while getting your audit details. The current page range is outside the allowed range 
1-100.

SAE-086003 Invalid date format. Please update your value for date and try again.

SAE-086004 Invalid OrderBy value. The value should be either ASC or DESC.

SAE-090001 We could not save your details because we are unable to reach this SMTP server. Try again, and if the 
problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for help.

SAE-090002 We could not save your details because we are unable to reach this SMTP server and resolve its hostname.

SAE-090003 This is a required field. Enter an SMTP Port to continue.

SAE-090004 We encountered an issue updating your SMTP settings. Try again later and if the problem persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-090005 We encountered an issue updating your SMTP settings. Try again later and if the problem persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.
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SAE-090006 SMTP Settings not configured on the application.

SAE-090007 We encountered an issue updating your SMTP settings. Try again later and if the problem persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-090008 Secure Trust connection could not be established. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, Contact 
Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090009 Invalid hostname or IP address. Reenter both and try again.

SAE-090010 This is a required field. Enter a username and password to continue.

SAE-090011 Invalid email address. Reenter it and try again.

SAE-090012 We encountered an issue updating your SMTP settings. Try again later and if the problem persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-090013 Dell Email service is down. Retry the operation after sometime and if the problem persists, Contact Dell 
technical support for assistance.

SAE-090014 This is a required field. Enter a Hostname or IP Address to continue.

SAE-090015 Invalid SMTP details. Reenter your hostname/IP address or port, then try again.

SAE-090016 Unable to remove SMTP settings from the database. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, 
Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090017 Invalid username. Ensure that it is 2–50 characters and try again.

SAE-090018 Unknown error in SMTP Configuration. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, Contact Dell 
technical support for assistance.

SAE-090019 SMTP Request object is either null or not properly populated. Provide valid details for SMTP and retry the 
operation.

SAE-090020 Invalid SMTP details. Reenter your port details and try again.

SAE-090021 Invalid Request ID, please do check SMTP id information. Provide a valid ID and retry the operation.

SAE-090022 SMTP Authentication failed. Reenter your credentials and try again. If the problem persists, Contact Dell 
technical support.

SAE-090023 Invalid SMTP Request , userName parameter not provided. Provide valid details for SMTP and retry the 
operation.

SAE-090024 Invalid SMTP Request , password parameter not provided. Provide valid details for SMTP and retry the 
operation.

SAE-090025 Invalid SMTP Request , portNumber parameter not provided. Provide valid details for SMTP and retry the 
operation.

SAE-090026 Invalid SMTP Request , serverAddress parameter not provided. Provide valid details for SMTP and retry the 
operation.

SAE-090027 Invalid SMTP Request , authenticationRequired parameter not provided. Provide valid details for SMTP and 
retry the operation.

SAE-090028 Invalid SMTP Request , useSmtpSettings parameter not provided. Provide valid details for SMTP and retry 
the operation.

SAE-090029 This is a required field. Enter an email address for your SMTP Sender to continue.

SAE-090030 This is a required field. Enter an email address for your SMTP Receiver to continue.

SAE-090031 Invalid email address. Reenter your SMTP sender address details and try again.

SAE-090032 Invalid email address. Reenter your SMTP receiver address details and try again.

SAE-090033 Too many SMTP receiver email addresses were added. Limit your list to 10 email addresses and try again.
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SAE-090034 The Dell customer details cannot be fetched from Database due to an unknown error. Retry the operation 
after some time and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090035 Unable to send mail for SMTP Connection due to unknown error. Retry the operation and if the problem 
persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090036 Invalid SMTP Request , notifyOnSuccess parameter not provided. Provide valid details for SMTP and retry 
the operation.

SAE-090037 Invalid SMTP Request , notifyOnConnection parameter not provided. Provide valid details for SMTP and 
retry the operation.

SAE-090038 Unable to fetch Email Service. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical 
support for assistance.

SAE-090039 We encountered an issue while validating your SMTP settings. Try again later and if the problem persists, 
Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-090055 Error while loading properties file.

SAE-090101 We encountered an issue updating your proxy details. Check your connection and reenter your proxy 
details, then try again later. If the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-090103 We encountered an issue updating your proxy details. Try again later and if the problem persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-090104 We could not return your proxy settings right now. Try again later and if the problem persists, Contact Dell 
technical support.

SAE-090105 This is a required field. Enter your Port details to continue.

SAE-090106 We could not update your proxy settings right now. Try again later and if the problem persists, Contact Dell 
technical support.

SAE-090107 This is a required field. Enter your Hostname or IP Address to continue.

SAE-090108 Invalid proxy server details. Reenter your hostname/IP address, then try again.

SAE-090109 Invalid server details. Reenter your username or password, then try again.

SAE-090110 The host connection has timed out. Please check your network and try again.

SAE-090111 We could not connect to the host. Please check your network and try again.

SAE-090112 We could not connect to the port. Please check your network and try again.

SAE-090113 Proxy NTLM or other advanced authentication methods are not supported. Try using the basic 
authentication method.

SAE-090114 Proxy requires authentication. Please provide credentials.

SAE-090115 We could not connect to Dell as the proxy is configured with SSL interception. We do not allow SSL 
interception.

SAE-090116 We could not resolve the proxy IP address. Check the hostname or try with an IP address.

SAE-090117 Invalid Request object for proxy settings , serverAddress parameter not provided. Provide valid details for 
proxy and retry the operation.

SAE-090118 Invalid Request object for proxy settings , authenticationRequired parameter not provided. Provide valid 
details for proxy and retry the operation.

SAE-090119 Invalid Request object for proxy settings , useProxy parameter not provided. Provide valid details for proxy 
and retry the operation.

SAE-090121 We encountered an issue updating your proxy details. Try again later and if the problem persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-090122 We could not attempt a connection test without a Proxy. Enable the Proxy selection, then enter your proxy 
details to continue.
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SAE-090123 Unable to update proxy settings in the Database as no proxy exists. Retry the save proxy operation and if 
the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090124 Unknown error in Proxy Configuration. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, Contact Dell 
technical support for assistance.

SAE-090125 We encountered an issue while validating your proxy details. Try again later and if the problem persists, 
Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-090201 Network connectivity service request test has few services down. Retry the operation after some time and 
if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090202 Network connectivity test failed as one or more tests failed.

SAE-090203 Specified value for Test Now is not valid for Network Connectivity All Test. Provide either yes or no and 
retry the operation.

SAE-090204 Unable to connect to Dell Server because a connection could not be established within the predefined time 
limit.

SAE-090205 Cannot Save Results for Test connection to Database due to an unknown error. Retry the operation after 
some time and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090206 We encountered an error during your network connectivity test. Try again and Contact Dell technical 
support if the problem persists.

SAE-090207 The Dell customer details cannot be fetched from Database due to an unknown error. Retry the operation 
after some time and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090208 Network connectivity cannot establish connection to connectivity layer due to an unknown error. Retry the 
operation after some time and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090209 Network Connectivity Request object is either null or not properly populated.

SAE-090210 We encountered an error during your ping test. Try again and Contact Dell technical support if the problem 
persists.

SAE-090211 We encountered an error during your network connectivity test. Try again and Contact Dell technical 
support if the problem persists.

SAE-090212 Network connectivity handler service could not be fetched due to an unknown error. Retry the operation 
after some time and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090213 Unable to fetch SMTP Service due to an unknown error. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, 
Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090214 Unable to fetch Proxy Service due to an unknown error. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, 
Contact Dell technical support for assistance.

SAE-090215 We encountered an error during your Global Access Servers Test. Try again and Contact Dell technical 
support if the problem persists.

SAE-090410 Invalid Request object, server type not provided. Please provide valid details and retry the operation.

SAE-090411 This entry for file share location is an invalid format. Check what's listed in your environment, then replace 
it and try again. Common formats are <IPaddress or hostname of share>/<file share path or location> or 
<IPaddress or hostname of share>\\<file share path or location>.

SAE-090412 Operation failed. Enter a new request id, then try again. If the problem persists, contact Dell Technical 
Support for help.

SAE-090413 We couldn't update the snmpv3 setting because the configuration already exists.

SAE-090414 Operation failed because of a database error. Try again later, and if the problem remains, contact Dell 
Technical Support for help.

SAE-090415 Something went wrong while updating the snmpv3 setting. Try again, and if the problem persists, contact 
Dell Technical Support for help.
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SAE-090416 Something went wrong while updating the snmpv3 setting. Try again, and if the problem persists, contact 
Dell Technical Support for help.

SAE-090417 Something went wrong while updating the snmpv3 setting. Try again, and if the problem persists, contact 
Dell Technical Support for help.

SAE-090418 Something went wrong while updating the snmpv3 setting. Try again, and if the problem persists, contact 
Dell Technical Support for help.

SAE-090419 Something went wrong while updating the snmpv3 setting. Try again, and if the problem persists, contact 
Dell Technical Support for help.

SAE-090420 Something went wrong while updating the snmpv3 setting. Try again, and if the problem persists, contact 
Dell Technical Support for help.

SAE-090421 Something went wrong while updating the snmpv3 setting. Try again, and if the problem persists, contact 
Dell Technical Support for help.

SAE-120001 The object to save/update is not present or null.

SAE-120002 The purge date is not present or null.

SAE-120003 Unable to delete the connect home audit data.

SAE-120004 Unable to update the connect home audit data.

SAE-120005 Unable to save the connect home audit data.

SAE-120006 Something went wrong while exporting your audit data. We could not get your alert delivery data for your 
audit..

SAE-120007 Something went wrong while getting your audit details. We could not get your alert delivery audit details.

SAE-120008 Unable to delete the file transfer audit data.

SAE-120009 Unable to update the file transfer audit data.

SAE-120010 Unable to save the file transfer audit data.

SAE-120011 Something went wrong while exporting your audit data. We could not get your file transfer data for your 
audit.

SAE-120012 Something went wrong while getting your audit details. We could not get your file transfer audit details.

SAE-120013 Something went wrong while getting your session information. We could not get your alert delivery session 
details.

SAE-120014 Something went wrong while getting your session information. We could not get your file transfer session 
details.

SAE-120015 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120016 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120017 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120018 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120019 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120020 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120021 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120022 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120023 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120024 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120025 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.
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SAE-120026 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120027 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120028 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120029 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120030 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120031 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120032 We could not continue with this input or query. Enter a valid input and try again.

SAE-120033 Something went wrong. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120034 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120035 We cannot continue because of total selected log size is too large.

SAE-120036 Something went wrong while loading your logs. Refresh the page, then try again later.

SAE-120037 Something went wrong while exporting your logs. Wait a bit, then try again later.

SAE-120038 Something went wrong while saving the selected logs. Wait a bit, then try again later.

SAE-120039 Something went wrong while exporting your logs. Wait a bit, then try again later.

SAE-120040 Something went wrong while deleting the selected logs. Wait a bit, then try again later.

SAE-120044 We could not use your end time filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try 
again.

SAE-120045 We could not use your status filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try 
again.

SAE-120046 We could not get your audit records right now. Try again later.

SAE-120047 We could not get your audit records right now. Try again later.

SAE-120048 We could not get your audit records right now. Try again later.

SAE-120049 We could not get your audit records right now. Try again later.

SAE-120050 We could not get your audit records right now. Try again later.

SAE-120051 We could not use your script name filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try 
again.

SAE-120052 We could not use your model filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try 
again.

SAE-120053 We could not use your script id value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try again.

SAE-120054 We could not use your filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try again.

SAE-120055 We could not use your serial number filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then 
try again.

SAE-120056 We could not use your start time filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try 
again.

SAE-120057 We could not get your audit records right now. Try again later.

SAE-120058 We could not use your source filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try 
again.

SAE-120059 We could not use your filename filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try 
again.

SAE-120060 We could not use your file size filter value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try 
again.
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SAE-120070 Something went wrong. We could not download the log files because of an invalid file path. Contact your 
secure connect gateway administrator for help.

SAE-120071 We could not use this date to download the log files. Update your value for log date, then try again.

SAE-120072 Something went wrong. We could not download the log files because of an invalid service request label. 
Contact your secure connect gateway administrator for help.

SAE-120073 Something went wrong, and we could not create the zip file. Try again, then contact your secure connect 
gateway administrator if you need help.

SAE-120074 Invalid Results filter. Change your filter value, then try again.

SAE-120075 Invalid DateTime filter. Change your filter value, then try again.

SAE-120076 We could not use your transfer type value. Change the format to match the rest of the column, then try 
again.

SAE-120077 We could not get the status of the services on your gateway right now. Try again later.

SAE-120078 We could not download this file, because it is no longer available. Contact your secure connect gateway 
Administrator for help.

SAE-120201 We could not get audit records right now. Try again later.

SAE-160002 We encountered an error while retrieving the options to add your device. Wait and try again later. If the 
issue persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-160005 We could not complete this operation because of an error. Try again later and Contact Dell technical 
support if the issue persists.

SAE-160007 We could not add this device because it exists within secure connect gateway.

SAE-160008 This device is not currently monitored by secure connect gateway.

SAE-160010 Failed due to internal error

SAE-160011 We encountered an error while retrieving your devices. Wait and try again later. If the issue persists, 
Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-160012 We encountered an error syncing your device information. Wait and try again later. If the issue persists, 
Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-160013 The response for this request is empty. Please wait and try again later. If the issue persists, Contact Dell 
technical support.

SAE-160014 We encountered an error while adding your device. Wait and try again later. If the issue persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-160015 We encountered an error while updating your device. Wait and try again later. If the issue persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-160016 We encountered an error while deleting your device. Wait and try again later. If the issue persists, Contact 
Dell technical support.

SAE-160017 We encountered an error while retrieving the options to add your device. Wait and try again later. If the 
issue persists, Contact Dell technical support.

SAE-160018 Policy manager hostname is invalid. Enter a new one and try again.

SAE-160019 This hostname is invalid. Enter a new one and try again.

SAE-160020 This port is invalid. Enter a new one and try again.

SAE-160021 This username is invalid. Enter a new one and try again.

SAE-160022 This password is invalid. Enter a new one and try again.

SAE-160023 This proxy hostname is invalid. Enter a new one and try again.

SAE-160024 This is a required field. Enter a Port to continue.
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SAE-160025 This is a required field. Enter a username to continue.

SAE-160026 This is a required field. Enter a password to continue.

SAE-160027 This is a required field. Enter a proxy hostname to continue.

SAE-160028 We could not configure your policy manager with the current information. Check all your entries and try 
again.

SAE-160029 Test failed: We could not connect to your policy manager. Check all your details and try again.

SAE-160030 An unknown error occurred. Retry the operation and if the problem persists, Contact Dell technical support 
for assistance.

SAE-160031 Invalid IP address entered. Try again.

SAE-160032 Invalid serial number entered. Try again.

SAE-160033 Unable to connect with Dell Technologies at this time due to connectivity issues. Retry after some time or 
contact your system administrator if the issue persists.

SAE-160101 This is a required field. Enter a Serial Number to continue.

SAE-160102 This is a required field. Enter a Model to continue.

SAE-160103 This is a required field. Enter an Asset ID to continue.

SAE-160104 This is a required field. Enter a ModelName to continue.

SAE-170001 We encountered an error while trying to access your adapter's details. Contact Dell technical support for 
additional help.

SAE-170002 We encountered an error trying to update your adapter. Contact Dell technical support for additional help.

SAE-170003 Invalid adapter ID. Check your ID value, then try again.

SAE-170004 This adapter, or devices that are associated with your adapter have already been added to the gateway.

SAE-170005 An adapter with this name exists. Change the name, then try and add the adapter again.

SAE-170006 {0} is required to continue with this operation. Enter a value and try again.

SAE-170009 Invalid parameter value. Check your value and try again.

SAE-170010 Invalid offset value. Enter a new filter value, then try again.

SAE-170011 Invalid index value. Enter a new filter value, then try again.

SAE-170012 Invalid limit value. Enter a new filter value, then try again.

SAE-170013 Invalid "sort by" value. Enter a new filter value, then try again.

SAE-170014 Invalid "order by" value. Enter a new filter value, then try again.

SAE-170015 Invalid "adapter type" value. Enter a new filter value, then try again.

SAE-170016 Invalid "adapter status" value. Enter a new filter value, then try again.

SAE-170017 We encountered an error performing this operation. Contact Dell technical support for additional help.

SAE-170018 Invalid parameter. Change your value, ensure that it is not "null" or negative, then try again.

SAE-170019 We could not continue with this CredentialProfileID. Enter another value and try again.

SAE-170020 Adapter ID is a required field. Enter a value, then try again.

SAE-170021 We are unable to delete this adapter while it is busy. Wait for the adapter to become available, then try 
again.

SAE-170022 Invalid request. Check your request format and values, then try again

SAE-170023 We are unable to edit this adapter while it is busy. Wait for the adapter to become available, then try again.
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SAE-170024 Invalid value for ManagedDevices. Check your current value and ensure that it is not null or negative, then 
try again.

SAE-170025 Internal error. The gateway could not communicate properly with a required service. Contact Dell technical 
support for assistance.

SAE-170026 Internal error. The gateway could not communicate properly with a required service. Contact Dell technical 
support for assistance.

SAE-170028 Internal error. The gateway could not find an associated asset while deleting this adapter. Contact Dell 
technical support for assistance.

SAE-170029 Internal error. The gateway could not remove an associated asset while deleting this adapter. Contact Dell 
technical support for assistance.

SAE-170030 Connection Error. Invalid credentials. Update the login credentials for host {0} and try again.

SAE-170031 Connection error. Check that hostname or IP address {0} over port 443 is configured correctly and can be 
reached through the gateway.

SAE-170032 Internal error. A database error occurred during this operation. Contact Dell technical support for 
assistance.

SAE-170033 This name is already in use. Enter a new name and try again

SAE-170034 We could not add your adapter since we could not reach the specified hostname. Check your connection to 
that host, update the hostname if needed, then try again.

SAE-180001 We couldn't get your gateway's health status records right now. Try again later.
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